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WELCOME
TO THE

The Society of American Magicians reserves a regular 

table at lunch time daily for its members and friends at 

the famous Plantation Room of the Hotel Dixie. Visit

ing magicians are always assured of a hearty welcome 

and fine food in friendly company at the Magic Table.

Plantation i
oom

HOTEL DIXIE
43rd St., West of Broadway, New York City
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JEAN HUGARD, THE MAGICIAN

WHO NEVER DID A MEAN TRICK'
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Mote ^Iba+t Meeti *7he- frye

Yes,—there's more than meets the eye in the making of a truly 

great magician like JEAN HUGARD. A born talent was de

veloped, years were devoted to practice and study, and still 

more years to actual performance.

And there's more than meets the eye in the truly fine clothes 

offered at BARNEY'S. The best woolens obtainable are tailored 

and fitted in a fashion worthy of their fine quality. Here, too, 

the lessons of years of experience combined with BARNEY'S 

tremendous buying power make for miracle values.

If you know both of them . . . and most magicians do . . . you'll 

appreciate why BARNEY'S is as well-known in its field as JEAN 

HUGARD is in his. BARNEY'S stands as high in the estimation 

of men who know and care about the clothes they wear—as 

JEAN HUGARD does in the respect and love of all magicians. 

And if you don’t know both of them—for the sake of either your 

magical or sartorial pleasure . . . it's time you got acquainted!
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Our Very Best Wishes 

to The Master

Blanche and Sigurd Nathan
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If I can receive my copy of 

HUGARD’S MAGIC MONTHLY 

for the next twenty - five years, 

I’ll be satisfied.

— George Starke
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Photo by Irving Desfor

Tean H ugard

When the Art of Mis-direction 

Is presented to perfection . . .

That's fean . . .

When illusions, plain or fancy,

Reach the realms of necro-mancy, 

That’s fean . . .

When the noblest of patricians 

Is the Master of Magicians,

That's fean . . .

When the Magis of the Nation 

Thrill to presti-digit-ation,

And when skill'd ma-nip-u-lation,

Is combined with pre-sen-ta-tion,

In the latest card lo-ca-tion,

By the Prince of Cul-ti-va-tion,

That's fean . . .

Gerald L. Kaufman, 1945
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THE LIFE AND EAREER OF

By "DORNY”

I
T’S a Ion" way to Australia. but not too far 

for the Ooddess of Magic to find worshippers, 

and one of her most devoted and consci

entious admirers is Jean Hugard.

Jean was born December 4. 1872 in Too

woomba, Queensland, Dominion of Australia, 

one of a family of eight children. He has had 

a wonderful and diversified career and some of 

the details may not be amiss in this article.

He got his first impression of magic from 

watching a performance by Hazelmeyer in his 

home town. Acquainted further with magic by 

reading Prof. Hoffmann’s translation of Robcrt- 

Houdin’s "Lcs Secrets de la Prestidigitation et 

Magie,” which he still maintains is the best 

book ol all on the subject. Later on he discov

ered and studied Hoffmann’s “Modern Magic.” 

I his added still more to his store of magic lore. 

Unlike most magicians who have had to serve 

an apprenticeship to learn the art, Jean is self 

taught. However, he will admit that his first 

participation in magic was the pulling of the 

string in the rising card trick as performed by 

an elder brother.

Jean’s first ambition in life was to be a 

banker, and at the age of 21 had worked his 

way up to become manager of the Burketown 

Bank. Sensing the possibilities of big business 

in the meat pac king industry, he left the bank 

and entered on a new career as a packer in 

1894, only to come a cropper a year later when 

his company’s steamship was lost with all hands 

and its precious cargo of Australian beef. It was 

during this period in North Queensland that 

Jean’s hearing became affected due to an abscess 

forming in his ear as a result of swimming too 

often and diving too deep. No doctor being 

available within several hundred miles, his hear

ing became very much impaired, so much so, 

in fact, that later when attention was available, 

it was too late.

Pinning to his original love, magic, Jean in 

1898 commenced his career as a magician, fea

turing his now famous Chinese act which he 

presented as a silent act in pantomine. He 

carried from five to fifteen assistants, some 

twelve or thirteen tons of baggage including at 
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least a half dozen large illusions. He opened 

his show in evening dress with card manipula

tions and small magic; then escapes, and fin

ished the first half with his own version of the 

sensational "Bullet Catching Trick.” The en

tire second half of the show was given over 

to his remarkable Chinese magic, wherein he 

appeared as Ching Sung Loo and brought the 

evening to a smashing climax with four or five 

brilliant illusions. This was the show with which 

he toured throughout Australia and New Zealand 

from top to bottom until he was as well known 

“down under” as Kellar and Thurston were 

here in the States. In 1915 he started on an 

extended tour of the Fiji Islands, Samoa, Hono

lulu and in 1916 he arrived in San Francisco 

with the intention of playing across the States, 

then on to England, Europe and back through 

the Orient to Australia. He played the Ameri

can vaudeville circuits for two years, starring 

on the Keith, Loew and Proctor times. He had 

entered San Francisco with a magnificently 

dressed show that ran a full two and a half 

hours, but due to the limitations of vaudeville 

had to trim his act to twenty-five minutes, dur

ing which time he offered a profusion of 

Chinese magic and illusions. His impersonation 

of a Chinese Mandarin was so perfect, that had 

he not been billed as “Jean Hugard and his 

Modern Miracles” it is doubtful if any audience 

would have realized his English parentage. Dur

ing the following ten years, from 1919 to 1929, 

he leased a theatre at Luna Park, and was 

one of the big feature shows at Coney Island, 

then America’s playground. During the winter 

months he went on the road with his full eve

ning’s show, featuring his sensational “Bullet 

Catching Trick,” reference to which you will 

find in other acticlcs in this program—-together 

with the “Chinese Water Fountains,” one of 

the most beautiful of all illusions; “The Float

ing Ball;” “The Birth of the Pearl,” a brilliant 

production of a girl from a huge oyster shell; 

“The Chinese Linking Rings” and a presenta

tion of “Black Art.”

His presentation of illusions was remarkably 

clever and he got the maximum effect out of all
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of them. His settings were beautiful and his 

showmanship was without a flaw. His favorite 

illusion has always been the Chinese Rings, and 

his pet hobby is sleight of hand. He has one 

little stunt that we had never seen anyone else 

do—until he described it in one of his books 

recently—He shows the tips of all his fingers 

empty, then makes a move in the air and ha3 

eight thimbles. This is the neatest and finest 

version of this well-known effect that has ever 

been done!

In 1919, in the midst of his plans for a con

tinuation of his world’s tour, the stock market 

crashed, the bank in which he had his life’s 

savings closed and Jean, in company with thou

sands of others, was forced to start life anew. 

Not a very cheerful outlook for a man w'ho had 

almost reached his 60th birthday.

Never daunted by adversity, Jean turned his 

sleight of hand talents to teaching and writing, 

to the great benefit of all of us here in the 

audience tonight. Jean’s love for card tricks 

lead him to tempt fate with a couple of card 

manuscripts, “Ten Card Feats” and “The Auto

matic Deck and Opening Routine.” These 

u'ere issued privately in 1932 and 1933, and 

the response to them w'as encouraging. Jean 

then issued the first of his now famous “Card 

Manipulations” books and, with the first and 

second books in the series, he was “in.” Max 

Holden, who had just retired from the vaude

ville stages of Europe and America and had 

opened his Magic Shop in New York, was so 

impressed by the brilliant array of sound magic 

in Jean’s manuscripts that he made arrange

ments to publish Jean’s books and market them. 

Jean having found a patron for his literary 

efforts, now settled dowm to become one of 

Magic’s leading authors and under the aegis 

of Max Holden wrote authoritatively on every 

branch of sleight of hand. Today Jean is 

America’s favorite author of magic books. Only 

a couple of years ago, Harper & Brothers, one 

of the leading publishers in the country, pub

lished his “Modern Magic Manual” which is 

the finest book for amateurs since Prof. Hoff

mann’s time. This book is now in its fifth edi-

Jean Hugard, as a young man.

tion, which is an eloquent testimonial to its 

greatness. For Carl Jones, Jean edited and 

wrote two masterpieces of magic literature, 

“Greater Magic” and “Expert Card Tech

nique;” for A1 Baker he edited “Ways and 

Means,” for The Fleming Book Company he 

has just translated Camille Gaultier’s famous 

book of sleight of hand, “Magic Without Ap

paratus” (La Prestidigitation sans Appareils”) 

which is not only the first English translation 

but promises to be one of the really great books 

to enter the American magic market in many 

years. On his own, he is currently engaged with 

Frederick Braue in publishing “Hugard’s Mod

ern Miracle Series” of books, four of which 

have appeared to date. Two years ago Jean 

founded and launched one of the finest of 

today’s magic periodicals, “Hugard’s MAGIC 

Monthly.”

Now, once again, tonight you will have the 

pleasure of seeing Jean Hugard give one of his 

remarkable performances, which incidentally 

will mark his final performance as a trouper. 

And, as one trouper to another, I’ll guarantee 

you will enjoy a treat in magic and its presen

tation such as you have seldom witnessed.
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Jean Hugard's hands have baffled millions.

HOUDIIV, HOFFMMN, HUGARD

A Triumvirate of Names to Conjure With 

By JOHN J. CRIMMINS, Jr.

THEN one reviews the long list of magic books 

I published in the past seventy-seven years, the 

works of three writers stand out preeminently in 

the field. These three are Robert-Houdin, Professor 

Hoffmann and Jean Hugard. Their contributions to 

the literature of conjuring are unquestionably the 

most comprehensive and authoritative of all, and the 

wide acclaim won by their successive efforts is respon

sible to a great extent for the steady growth and in

creasing popularity of sleight-of-hand and magic as 

we know it today. Taken collectively, their books are 

veritable grammars of conjuring, for they really teach 

the rudiments of the art, from the bare essentials 

through sleights, preparation, patter, routine and 

presentation.

It is to Robert-Houdin that the entire magic world 

is indebted for the first great book on practical con

juring. His “Les Secrets de la Prestidigitation et de 

la Magic” published in 1868 inaugurated the era of 

teaching magic as an art, and even to this day this 

book is considered one of the finest works ever written 

on the subject. A short time later, Professor Hoffmann 

performed the same service for the English speaking 

world when his famous book, “Modern Magic” was 

published in London in 1876. This monumental vol

ume of encyclopedic proportions, covering both the 

artistic and technical side of magic, probably has had 

the greatest sale of any single book on conjuring.

During the next forty years he continued with his 

writings, supplementing the renaissance in the teach

ing of practical magic so well begun by Robert- 

Houdin.

Today, Jean Hugard is carrying on where his 

illustrious predecessors left off, publishing year after 

year the latest and best of sleight-of-hand instruction 

for the modern magician. His books parallel in com

pleteness and pattern the same conscientious treat

ment laid down by Robert-Houdin. To the serious 

student, the works of these three writers offer an 

almost unbroken string of competent essays on the 

art of conjuring, the sum total of all their books 

providing the finest magical literature possible to ob

tain. In fact, no magic library can be considered 

adequate without a complete collection of their com

bined works.

Possibly a word or two about Jean Hugard, whom 

we are honoring tonight, might not be amiss at this 

point, for he is recognized as one of the best informed 

authorities on legerdemain in the world today. Since 

1932, when his first manuscript “Ten Card Feats” 

won acclaim to his current translation of Gaultier’s 

“Magic Without Apparatus”, Mr. Hugard has written 

some thirty scholarly works on practically every 

branch of the Magic Art. Space does not permit me 

to mention all the Hugard books here, but you will 

find them listed in Mr. Leo Rullman’s article in this
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The Parent Assembly, No. 1,

Society of American Magicians, 

extends hearty greetings to 

Jean Hugard, Archivist of the Assembly— 

a loyal compeer

and highly esteemed good friend 

who has won world-wide fame 

and respect not only as 

a truly great practicing magician 

but as an outstanding authority 

on the technique and practice 

of the Mystic Art.
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program. In addition to these published works, he 

has also written many articles for the various magical 

periodicals and is now currently engaged in publish

ing his “Modern Miracles” scries, as well as his own 

magazine, Hugard’s MAGIC Monthly”.

I am convinced that no other living magician has 

contributed so greatly to the advancement of sleight- 

of-hand and magic in general as has Jean Hugard. 

Every student would do well to study his text books 

carefully, for they are the nearest thing to personal 

instruction that are available today. True it is that 

in recent years many have written expertly on the 

subject — such men as Sachs, Willmann, Fischer, 

Goldston, Keen, Hull, Roterberg, Waller, Gaultier, 

D'Hotel, Devant, Maskelync, Gibson, Tarbcll, Lang- 

Neil, Hilliard, Hatton and Plate and many others all 

have their niche in Magic's Hall of Fame. Each very 

definitely has made some noteworthy contribution to 

the advancement of our art, but to Jean Hugard still 

remains the honor of issuing, year after year, the 

finest instruction to be found on the subject of magic. 

Hugard’s gift of really teaching the fine points of a 

magic trick or sleight is reminiscent of Houdin’s and

Dcvant's style and is unequalled today by any of his 

contemporaries. Each trick's description is concise, 

correct and complete in every detail. His vast knowl

edge of stage-craft, his love of subject, his mastery 

of sleights, his understanding of the psychology of 

cause, effect and delivery—all coupled with his many 

years as a performer, makes his conjuring books veri

table masterpieces of magic literature.

By now you probably can guess that I am a 

Hugard fan. I am, without any reservation whatso

ever, for I have read widely of the literature of magic 

and have found few who could equal him as a writer 

or teacher. It has been my pleasure to have been 

associated with Mr. Hugard in the publication of 

some of his earlier works and I can assure you that 

knowing him has been one of the greatest joys I have 

found in magic. To know him is to admire him for 

he is first a gentleman, then a magician of rare ac

complishments and last, but not least, a true scholar. 

No better advise can be given to anyone interested in 

magic than to say “Study Hugard’s Books”. I can 

assure you, there is a romance about his writings that 

makes magic a glowing and exciting adventure.

Jean cuts the cake on his 70th birthday before 200 magicians.
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We, members of the

International Brotherhood of Magicians

Ring 26, New York, N. Y.

Join in sending the best wishes to

our friend and brother member

JEAN HUGARD

JOSEPH L. BARNETT 

ALEXANDER BLUME

DOUGLAS OXNER

DR. BRANDE JERRY PRIOR

ARTHUR PUNNAR

WALTER W. COLEMAN

JEROME DERR
STUART ROBSON

S. L. DREILINGER
RALPH W. READ

FRANK ROBERTS

REUBEN R. GOMES HARRY ROSENBLUM

AL D. GREENFIELD

W. T. GENSHEIMER CLAUDE SLOAT

ARTHUR R. STORM

CONRAD H. HADEN

ED. D. HALLOCK LOUIS TANNEN

WILLIAM S. HALL JACK TROPP

HAROLD A. KUSIKOFF

BOB KARLEBACH

DR. H. B. KAYTON

HAROLD P. WHITE

DR. A. WEISS

AL MINDER In Service

DR. C. MILLER

JOHN P. MAHER
CAPT. WILLARD S. SMITH

PAUL MORRIS SOL STEIN

JERRY MILLET
LT. W. K. SCHOONMAKER

BOB NOVAK SEYMORE SOLOMON
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THE H U Li A H U 

WUNDER SHOW

By DE WILFRED

The Modern Illusionist

1 AM probably one of the few people in the United 

I States today, who can recall the original Hugard 

* Wonder Show. A full two hour performance, 

resplendent with elaborate stage settings, beautiful 

costumes and tons of magical equipment.

Thirty years ago I was appearing on the Fuller 

Vaudeville Circuit in New Zealand, and Jean Hugard 

and Company opened in the same city.

The organization was compact and everything from 

the colorful posters, the “Hugard Herald,” a news

paper type of handbill which was mailed to everyone 

in town, to the show itself, was presented in true 

magical style. Every piece of apparatus, from the 

smallest trick, to the biggest illusion, was carried out 

to the minutest degree of perfection. This constitutes 

good magic, and the Hugard Show was in every 

sense of the word, good magic.

The show opened with a fifteen minute card rou

tine. Hugard appeared immaculate in white tie and 

tails. With his long chestnut hair, one might get the 

impression that he was a musical composer or con

ductor, had it not been for the spectacular setting 

that went with this. Giant playing cards carried out 

in white, black and red velvet, decked the stage. Mr. 

Hugard held the audience spellbound with his card 

m nipulating. His color changes and palming were 

works of art, presented with such smooth assurance 

that the cards themselves appeared to be acting un

aided.

Next came the ever popular Thumb Tie; here Mr. 

Hugard was assisted by the traditional committee 

from the audience. Then Hugard displayed his tal

ents as an escapeologist, with an expert presentation 

of the Straight Jacket Escape, performed in full view.

Hugard offered his feature illusion in a military 

setting. This was his famous Bullet Catching Effect. 

Without a single false move or apparent misdirection 

of any sort, the secretly marked bullets, still hot and 

bearing the marks from the gun barrels, were caught 

on a velvet cloth held in front and over his heart. A 

flawless performance made possible only by the per

fect co-ordination of expert backstage assistance. This 

was the trick that the audience always remembered. 

I toured New Zealand again, a year later, and they 

were still discussing the Hugard Bullet Catch.

The second half of the programme was perhaps 

one of the finest magical spectacles I have ever seen. 

Sixty minutes of Chinese tricks and illusions done 

in pantomime to the accompaniment of Oriental 

music: the title, “A Night in Pekin.” Here Mr. 

Hugard and assistants, bedecked in Chinese robes, 

presented a rapid series of bewildering surprises. One 

effect followed another, beautifully timed and per-

Music Hall - lansdale

Monday, December 15

ONE NIGHT ONLY

HUGARD S MODERN MIRACLES

Presenting; a Program of the most 

Original and Sensational Novelties placed 

before the public.

A COMPANY OF STAR ARTISTS

SEE the Wonderful Illusions— 

The Birth of the Pearl 

The Firing Squad 

The Golden Ball
All For the First Time Hero

SEE “A Night in Pekin"—

A Gorgeous Spectacular Display. 

Real Chinese Scenery and Costumes.

HEAR The Australian Concert 

Party.

If You Miss This Y'ou'll Regret It 

Prices for the Million

General Admission 26c Reserved 35c

Program used in Pennsylvania, Winter of 1919

fectly routined. The feature illusion in this section 

of the programme was the colorful “Birth of The 

Pearl.” The production of a beautiful young lady 

from a giant shell.

Another outstanding illusion was Hugards version 

of the “Levitation.” Many other startling effects fol

lowed in order. These included a splendid rendition 

of “The Kellar Flower Growth.” The Wonder 

Screen, from which came lighted Chinese lanterns. 

Rice bowls, floating ball, Chinese linking rings, fire 

eating, expert paper tearing, and a unique presenta

tion of the Twentieth Century. The entire produc

tion closed with Chinese garlands and streamers 

spurting out from all directions. A fitting climax to 

a memorable evening.

Special honors arc also due the artists who ap

peared in support to Mr. Hugard. First, Miss Myra 

Errington, whose charming personality graced the 

stage as principal assistant. In addition, Miss Erring- 

ton was an accomplished musician and singer. She 

presented a clever musical novelty interlude, featur

ing musical coins and xylophone. Also Miss Ruby 

Horley, the comedienne*, Madame Carroll, the very 

accomplished pianist and Mr. Clive Clivalli, a skilled 

juggler. Mr. Clivalli also managed backstage; in this 

capacity he was largely responsible for a smooth 

running performance.

In all, the Hugard Show was a great show, pre

sented by a master showman. Hugard gave his magic 

to the world, as those who were fortunate enough to 

witness his performance will always remember.
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The printed word is inadequate to express 

the sentiment I feel for Jean Hugard, and the 

gratitude I know the world of magic generally 

owes to such a distinguished gentleman, scholar 

and magician. Hardly a day passes that his name 

does not come up for attention among the magi

cians visiting New York. His word on card 

sleights and flourishes, or the proper presenta

tion of a trick, time and again climaxes the 

differences and discussions that invariably arise 

whenever card men meet. True it is that Jean 

is seldom here to hear the many complimentary 

things said about him, but his books are quoted 

freely for his printed words of encouragement 

and warning offer much sound advice and is so 

quoted and accepted by all. For Jean has done 

more than any other living magician to teach 

the tenets of his art to the thousands so avidly 

seeking them. Ever the gentleman, he is always 

glad to offer his advice when it is requested, 

and delights in helping those who are per

plexed with the intricacies of a sleight by per

sonally instructing them.

His font of knowledge and magic lore seems 

boundless, and he will trace the variations of a 

sleight or trick back to forgotten days, pointing 

out the refinements that have been made en 

route to bring it up to its present standard of 

excellence. Many times I’ve watched him cor

rect errors in the intricate moves of a sleight, 

moves that have been passed along inaccurately 

from one writer to another. A case in point is 

his description of the "Hermann Pass” which 

he explains correctly for the first time in many 

years in his book, "More Card Manipulation 

No. 1.”

Not only does the amateur reap rich rewards 

from his instruction, but even such renowned 

experts as Victor Farelli have bowed to Jean’s 

knowledge on more than one occasion. Recently, 

Mr. Farelli paid us a visit and expressed the 

desire to meet Mr. Hugard, whereupon Jean 

happened to drop in. Just to listen to these two 

men talk about sleights and tricks was an edu

cation in itself. In the course of the conversa

tion, Mr. Farelli happened to remark that for

over 20 years he had never been able to under

stand the workings of a certain shuffle which 

Prof. Hoffmann had credited to Charlier. He 

said he had tried it time and time again, only 

to come to the conclusion that it was impossible 

to do it; not only that but he had never met a 

magician who could either do it, or enlighten 

him in any way. Jean smilingly preferred the 

information that he knew the shuffle quite well, 

and that it was not entirely Prof. Hoffmann’s 

fault, although his description was rather inade

quate, but was mostly the faulty interpretation 

given it by the reader. Mr. Farelli expressing 

immediate interest, Jean offered to do it for 

him. I supplied the cards, for, as you can 

imagine, I was just as interested in seeing this 

"impossible shuffle” as was our visitor. Jean 

took the pack, turned to the page in "More 

Magic” describing it, and proceeded to do it 

with speed and dispatch. In ten minutes’ time, 

Mr. Farelli was gleefully false shuffling the 

pack, a la Charlier, and remarking that the sea 

voyage to New York was well worth the trouble 

just to find someone who could teach him this 

one shuffle. That's Jean Hugard, master cf 

magic in all its ramifications!

It is this remarkable font of knowledge so 

generously tapped by Jean when writing his 

books that makes them such outstanding lessons 

in sleight-of-hand. Whatever one ‘ wishes to 

learn will be found in his books, for they are 

truly equal to personal instruction. We have 

recommended them for years and will continue 

to do so with the same enthusiasm and confi

dence that lead us to first publish so many of 

Jean’s works. Nearly all of his books are still 

available, many of them having gone into sev

eral printings. We will be glad to recommend 

the proper ones for you, if you will but drop 

us a line. Some are more advanced than others, 

and they cover every phase of the art with a 

clarity unequalled by any other writer. Whether 

it’s cards, coins, balls, bills, silks, close-up or 

general magic you prefer—Jean has written the 

instruction you want!

. . . MAX HOLDEN

Remember . . . II hen you want the host in a magic hook . . . Ask for a Hugard hook!

HOLDEN S MAGIC SHOPS
220 West I2.vn Street, New York 120 Boyi.ston Street, Boston, Mass.

117 South Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

THE LARGEST, MOST ELABORATE, UP-TO-DATE MAGIC SHOPS IN AMERICA!
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Hugard and Company presenting The "Fairy Fountains," Luna Park 1919.

TUNG PIN SOD’S 

OF JEAN

RECOLLECTIONS 

DUG ARII

By LAWRENCE ARCURI

I
T LSEWHERE in these pages will be found stories 

I. on Jean Hugard by his pupils and fellow-magi- 

A cians. Feeling that this collection of stories would 

not be complete without some comment from a man 

who actually worked with him, we called upon his 

best known ex-assistant, A1 Wheatley (Tung Pin 

Soo).

“There isn’t a book big enough,” he said, “that 

could hold a full expression of my feeling of grati

tude, respect and admiration for the man who has 

done so much for me and for magic. He gave me my 

start when I was 18 and during all the years I worked 

for him, I always found him to be generous and 

kind to all his assistants and a constant source of 

inspiration. As a showman and writer of magical 

literature he has no peer.”

Next to the late Warner Oland, Wheatley regards 

Jean as the finest Chinese impersonator he ever saw. 

In fact it was Jean who influenced him to specialize 

in Chinese Magic and under his stage name of 

Tung Pin Soo, he has become widely known. For 

this he gives much credit to his old magic Master. 

In any newspaper interview he has ever had, Wheat- 

ley has always made it a point to pay his respects 

to Jean.

"Jean Hugard has always been a gentleman in the 

full sense of the word on and off-stage,” continued 

Wheatley. "He showed utmost consideration for 

everyone with whom he came in contact. Many needy 

show-people have known his generosity and he has 

given countless benefit performances for many chari

ties.”

As to his work, Wheatley considers Jean as a 

perfectionist, no detail ever having been too small 

to escape his notice. On one occasion Wheatley could 

not find the Chinese slippers he was supposed to 

wear on the stage. Jean refused to let him go on 

in his regular street shoes. The swords used in the 

Sword Box Illusion had to be kept highly polished 

at all times and many an hour was put in by his 

assistants keeping them so.

Speaking of this illusion, Wheatley cited it as an 

example of how scrupulously Jean has always guarded 

against exposure in magic. When he had his own 

show in Luna Park, unlike some of his contempo

raries playing side-show exhibits, Jean never relaxed 

his ideals regarding exposure. While others gave 

audiences the privilege of coming back-stage (for a 

fee) to see the inner workings of the sword-box, 

Jean bitterly condemned this practice.
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It is impossible to praise Jean too 

highly. Along with all other 

magicians, I extend my heartfelt 

good wishes and hopes for his 

continued success and happiness.

FRED BRAUE
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On another occasion, Wheatley tells of how a 

committee of three came up from the audience to 

witness the Bullet-Catching Trick. Jean did not 

know that one of the men was a reporter for a local 

newspaper who was on the prowl for a story. Each 

of the men was given a gun and directed to shoot 

at Jean’s chest. When the signal was given to pull 

the trigger, the reporter, curious to know if the 

bullet was genuine, pointed the gun at the ceiling. 

After the performance, he sneaked back to the the

atre, obtained a ladder and made a search for the 

bullet-hole in the ceiling. He succeeded in finding 

it and this resulted in some glowing notices in the 

paper about Jean’s performance. (Just between our

selves, the ever-resourceful and quick-witted Mr. 

Hugard had anticipated the reporter’s intentions. 

Magicians will understand what he had done about it.)

Wheatley went on to tell of some of the brilliant 

stage illusions that were used by Jean. The Water- 

Fountain Illusion was particularly noteworthy. Streams 

of water were made to come from everywhere. Jean 

would touch a glass, for instance, and a jet of water 

would jump six feet in the air. Then he would pass 

his wand through the stream and the water would 

come from the wand. It would come from shoes, 

from someone’s head—from any place that Jean 

touched. The effects achieved were beautiful and 

most unusual as anyone who has seen them will 

agree. This feature could not stand the rigors of a 

New England Winter, however. Wheatley tells 

amusingly of the time in Boston when the water

equipment froze and before it thawed out, the entire 

company had the devil's own time taking care of 

the situation.

The Oyster-Shell Illusion called “Pearl of the 

Orient" was an effect created by Jean himself. An 

oyster-shell, previously shown empty, turns out to 

have been holding a beautiful girl. Whether or not 

Wheatley ever assisted in the holding, he did not say.

“In Black Art Magic Jean was outstanding,’’ con

tinued Wheatley, “and silhouetted against the black 

background he made a striking figure in his white 

costume. As a matter of fact, his wardrobe on and 

off-stage was always in perfect taste.’’

With his linking rings, Wheatley feels that Jean 

was “out of this world." He mentioned the unusual 

manner in which Jean would dispose of the rings 

by throwing and hooking them on to a elothes-tree 

quite a distance away. "This had somewhat the aspect 

of juggling, demonstrating again the performer’s ver

satility.

As a final word of tribute, Tung Pin Soo said that 

in all the time he worked for Jean, he could not 

recall any instance where there was any heckling 

from an audience which is an eloquent testimonial 

to how Jean kept his audiences interested at all times.

As we took our leave of Tung Pin Soo, who had 

been most gracious and cooperative, he expressed 

his very deep regret over the fact that he would 

not be able to participate in the Hugard Testimonial 

Show because he will be performing thousands of 

miles away on a USO over-seas tour.
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A TRIBUTE TO

JEAN HUGARD
By DR. HENRY RIDGELY EVANS

■ N this “Tribute to Jean Hugard” I wish to ex- 

I press my appreciation of his endeavors in the field

of modern magic. I have read his books with 

avidity, and regard them highly, not only from a 

literary point of view but from the standpoint of 

their value to the art of magic. Few writers have 

done so much to place up-to-date conjuring on a 

scientific basis as has Jean Hugard. Much has been 

written about natural magic and sleight-of-hand that 

is comparatively worthless and ephemeral, but not 

by Jean Hugard; his works are destined to live long 

after him. His clarity of style and facility of expres

sion are indeed noteworthy. I trust that during his 

retirement from active participation in the arena of 

prestidigitation that he will not lay down his pen 

for good, but give us many more works similar to 

those which he has already published. No library 

of magic is complete without his books.

Jean Hugard is not only a writer on feats of 

prestidigitation, but he is also a practical performer, 

having toured the Far East with a magic show of his 

own, featuring many fine sleight-of-hand tricks and 

illusions. Consequently he is well fitted to follow in 

the footsteps of such authors as Robert-Houdin, 

Angelo Lewis (Professor Hoffmann), John Hilliard, 

Adrian Plate, David Devant, Will Goldston, Gaultier, 

Stanyon, etc.

Hugard’s contemporaries have been Kellar, Thurs

ton, Blackstone, Goldin and Dante—to mention only 

a few. My acquaintance with Kellar and Thurston 

was of an intimate character, particularly with Thurs

ton, who was the first thaumaturge of note to break 

away from the old traditions and inaugurate a 

renaissance in magic, so to speak, something quite 

different from the classical technique of his prede

cessors. Blackstone and Dante, in particular, have 

followed in his footsteps and are keeping magic very 

much alive today, and are drawing crowds to their 

spectacular entertainments.

Magic is an art that began before the building of 

the Pyramids and the Sphinx of Egypt; for Egypt is 

the “cradle of magic.” The religious beliefs of that 

ancient land were closely associated with necromancy, 

in all its phases, as I have endeavored to portray in 

my “The Old and the New Magic,” which has for 

its frontispiece a picture of the almost perfectly 

preserved gateway to the ruins of Karnak and other 

temples of Mizraim, which arc the admiration of 

modern tourists. Yes, think of magic and you think 

of Egypt. Even Freemasonry in its higher degrees 

portrays some of the mysticism and occult philosophy 

of the cult of Isis and Osiris. The last stand of the 

hierophants was in the island of Philae in the upper 

Nile, ere the suppression of their mysteries in the 

reign of Theodosius of Byzantium during the Chris

tian regime in Egypt.
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Original photo of Hugard's Escape Act. New Zealand and Australia 1910.

ANECDOTI Fiiii m itiivv rv i \ ii i: it

By JEAN HUGARD

TOU ASK ME to relate my most thrilling experi

ence in the years I devoted to the performance 

of magic. Naturally, in my many tours in and 

around Australia, New Zealand and the South Seas, 

there were various adventures by sea and land, by 

fires, wrecks and floods, several railway wrecks and 

coaching accidents, but these were such as might 

happen to anyone engaged in constant travelling, no 

matter what his occupation. One incident, brought 

about solely by my vocation as a magician, which 

can be said to come under the heading—thrilling— 

happened at the first presentation of my variation 

of the bullet-catching trick on the opening night of 

my second tour of New Zealand at Wellington.

In order to make the trick as sensational as pos

sible I had fixed it so that, instead of the old muzzle- 

loading guns as used by all other magicians up to 

that date, the modern high powered rifles were to 

be used and a squad of four riflemen, who were to 

bring their own rifles, was arranged through the 

captain of the local rifle club. My advance agent 

had done a good job, he had secured the patronage 

of the Governor of the Dominion for the opening

night and had filled the newspapers with sensational 

accounts of the invulnerable magician.

All went well with the show up to the bullet- 

catching feat which was to form the grand climax. 

First a short introduction was given with some facts 

about the power of the modern rifle, then the captain 

of the rifle club marched his four men onto the 

stage and a committee of local experts was invited 

to come forward to superintend the whole operation 

and remain on the stage throughout. A packet of 

cartridges, provided by the captain, was opened by 

the committeemen and four were chosen. They were 

marked, both the bullets and the cases, one being 

marked by the Governor himself. The bullets were 

then dipped into powdered chalk and the rifles were 

loaded with them under the closest supervision of the 

committee and the riflemen, who, I should empha

size, were complete strangers to me. The squad then 

marched down from the stage to a platform erected 

in the middle of the orchestra stalls where they 

remained in full view of the audience throughout.

Posting the committee-men well to one side of the 

stage, I took up my position mid-stage and held
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GREETINGS JEAN HUGARD

or your invaluable contributions 

to the Art of Magic as performer 

and author, magicians the world over 

will be ever in your debt.

Samuel L. Dreilhiger

Eastern Metal Spinning Co., Inc., 465 Greenwich Street, New York 13, New York
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against my chest a little square of black velvet on 

the middle of which was sewn a small red heart. 

The spot light was then thrown on me and all other 

lights turned off. After a slight pause, calculated 

to increase the tension, I gave the order “Ready 

Aim—Fire!'’ The rifles roared, four white spots ap

peared on the black velvet target and four bullets 

dropped onto the stage at my feet.

So far, so good, but I had received a quite un

expected shock. I was really shot and looking down 

at my chest under cover of my little velvet square, 

I saw several spots of blood on my shirt front. How

ever, the procedure went right on. The lights were 

put on, the committee-men picked up the bullets, 

identified their marks and certified they were hot 

and bore the grooves caused by their passage through 

the rifle barrels. The riflemen were ordered back 

to the stage, unloaded their empty cartridge cases 

and the marks on these were also identified. So 

far as the audience was concerned, the trick was 

a complete success and, I can truthfully say, caused 

a sensation.

However, I had gone a step too far and had 

foolishly taken a great risk. I found embedded in 

my chest three pellets of shot. Luckily they were 

very small and had done little more than puncture 

the skin, the loose velvet flap of my little target 

and the stiff front on my dress shirt had retarded 

them otherwise there might have been some surgical 

work necessary to dislodge them. As it was my 

assistant managed to extract them with a sharp 

penknife.

What had happened was that one of the riflemen 

had added a little unrehearsed touch of his own by 

dropping some pellets of shot into the barrel of his 

rifle after the lights had been put out. He aimed 

well but he never got the satisfaction of knowing 

that he had shot the magician. After that experience, 

I decided that one can go too far in the search for 

the sensational and the spot light was dispensed with. 

Not only were all lights kept fully on throughout 

subsequent presentations of the trick but an assistant 

always accompanied the riflemen from the stage and 

remained beside them until the rifles were actually 

fired. So, although I have been shot at on in

numerable occasions, that was the only time I was 

actually shot.

FROM CANDLELIGHT TO KILOWATTS

In one of my first tours in Australia in the early 

years of the nineteen hundreds it happened that my 

show was booked for Christmas dates at a large in

land town in New South Wales. The only connection 

was by a long and very slow journey over a single 

track railway along which my advance agent could 

find no places to play with any reasonable hope of 

a profit. Faced with the necessity of either laying 

the show off for four nights or arriving in the big 

town several days ahead of time, which generally 

creates a bad impression, I wired my agent to fix 

any places that had any means for staging our show.

The first village we stopped at had no hall of any

Mrs. Carroll, pianist for the Hugard show.

kind, the only place available being the school and 

this had no means of lighting of any kind. By 

raiding the local storekeeper’s stock of candles and 

making reflectors of cans by cutting them in half 

we managed a galaxy of illumination that sur

prised the villagers almost as much as the magic 

we gave them.

The second stop wrs at a somewhat larger town 

which boasted a small hall with a bare platform and 

was lighted by kerosene lamps. Here again, by cutting 

large kerosene tins in half, reflectors were obtained 

which provided quite a brilliant lighting.

Stop number three found us at a place with a 

hall of which the townsfolk were very proud. They 

had just installed an acetylene lighting plant for it. 

Acetylene was at that time trying to compete with 

regular coal gas for illuminating purposes and the 

light was very good but we were bothered by several 

blackouts. Some months later I read an account of 

a terrible accident at this very place. The caretaker 

investigating a leak in the generator stupidly struck 

a match. The resulting explosion blew him to atoms 

—literally to atoms—not even a shred of clothing 

of the unfortunate man was ever found.

The fourth night found us in clover, a regular hall 

with a stage and proscenium and gas lighting and, 

on arrival at Inverell, the location for our Christmas 

dates, we were back in the 20th century. There 

was an up to date theater, complete with stage, 

scenery, dressing rooms and electric light. I think 

the experience of having shown, in five consecutive 

nights, under conditions of lighting ranging from
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a great friend of magic and magicians, for his lifetime of unswerving devotion 

to the highest tenets of our art. We salute him, also, for his many and important 

contributions to the literature of magic, the latest of which is his superb trans

lation of

WITHOUT APPARATUS

By Camille Gaultier, LL.D.

This first edition in English (just published) is, as was the 

original French edition (according to Leo Rullman, who 

knows a thing or two about magical literature), “the great

est work on pure sleight-of-hand in any language.” This 

book on card, coin, billiard ball, and thimble magic, explains 

in detail the choicest sleights, tricks, and manipulative rou

tines of the great masters of legerdemain—Robert-Houdin, 

Thurston, Houdini, de Biere, Warren Keane, Leipzig, 

Downs, Allan Shaw, and scores of others.

Translated by Jean Hugard, edited by Paul Fleming, 

illustrated by Flonna Allen with drawings posed by Fred

erick Braue. Beautifully set in Baskerville type, printed on 

Warren’s Oldc Style White Wove paper, handsomely bound 

in blue Bancroft buckram with gold-stamping on front cover 

and spine; r>44 (xvi + 528) pages, size 6)4 by 9/n inches. 

226 line drawings. Price, $7.50.

A 5-page Paul Fleming review of MAGIC WITHOUT APPARATUS 

(Review No. 86) will be sent free upon postal request.

Some JEAN HUGARD Books on Magic

Card Manipulations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $4.00

Coin Magic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2.00

Encyclopedia of Card Tricks. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5.00

Expert Card Technique . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5.00

Greater Magic (written chiefly by Jean Hugard). . . . . . . . . .  10.00

Modern Magic Manual . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3.50

More Card Manipulations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4.50

FROM OUR EXCEEDINGLY LARGE STOCK OF BOOKS ON MAGIC (THE LARG

EST, WE BELIEVE, IN THE WORLD), WE CAN SUPPLY BY RETURN MAIL ANY 

WORTHWHILE BOOK ON THE SUBJECT THAT IS CURRENTLY AVAILABLE.

FLEMING BOOK COMPANY

(Walker Fleming, Owner-Manager)

BERKELEY HEIGHTS NEW JERSEY
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Shakespeare's time to the present is unique, and what 

was perhaps almost as remarkable, those four little 

places not only paid the expenses of the rail trip 

but showed a profit as well.

Another experience with lighting arrangements is 

still vivid. It happened at one of the sugar planta

tions outside Honolulu. These plantations have amuse

ment halls which they are glad to give rent free to 

travelling shows (This was over twenty-five years 

ago—conditions may have altered since). Most of 

them have their own electric plants so that the light

ing is all one could desire but even electricity fails 

at times. At one of these halls in doing the passing 

of three cards from ten held in one spectator’s hand 

into ten held by another spectator, I had got to 

the stage of having secretly passed the three cards 

from one packet to the other and the second spec

tator was on the point of wrapping his ten in h!s

handkerchief when—out went the lights.

After a minute or two they came on again, but

there was nothing for me to do but start all over.

Again the same point was reached and again— 

blackout. Believe it or not this happened a third 

time but I’m an obstinate man, and a fourth time 

I proceeded with the trick and this time the fates 

were with me, the lights stayed on and the trick 

was finished successfully. The curious thing is that 

if there had been a man at the switch he could 

not have turned out the lights so precisely at the 

same point, three times in a row, as actually hap

pened by accident.

A TIGHT SQUEEZE

The phrase “rolled them in the aisles” is often 

used but rarely justified by the actual results. Once 

only have I seen results that justified its use. Owing 

to the exigencies of the rail service in southern 

Queensland, on one occasion I had to bring the show 

into a town the evening before it was to open. On 

arrival we found that a magician was showing that 

very night and so, taking the usual busman’s holiday, 

we went to see his show. While not a first-class 

performer the “Professor,” as he called himself, put 

up an amusing show and all went well till he reached 

his “Grand Climax—The Vanishing Lady.” This 

was his version of de Kolta’s famous illusion and all 

the preliminaries were carried through correctly. The 

newspaper was set on the stage, a chair placed on 

it, a lady introduced and seated on the chair and a 

silk covering draped over her. Then the Professor 

magniloquently declaimed the marvel that was about 

to happen—the lady would vanish into thin air! 

He whisked the silk away and there was a series 

of screams and we saw the unfortunate girl half 

way down through the trap! The Professor and his 

male assistant tugged at the visible half and evidently, 

from the expression of the girl’s face, an assistant 

down below was pulling her nether extremities but 

they couldn’t budge her. Meantime a goodly portion 

of the audience really and truly rolled in the aisles, 

convulsed with laughter.

It was several minutes before some one had the 

presence of mind to lower the curtain.

A RECORD

In the good old days, B.T. (Before 1 alkies) Luna 

Park, Coney Island, had a really national reputation 

as “The People’s Playground.” The reputation built 

up by Thompson and Dundy was maintained and 

even enhanced in the early twenties. A visit to Luna 

Park was a must item on the program of any visitor 

to New York, and to have a concession in the Park 

was a very profitable business, particularly on Satur

days and Sundays. The biggest crowd I saw during 

my eleven years of leasing a theater in the Park 

was on July 4, 1920. During that day and night 

my show played to 11,884 people, and that still stands 

as a record. Such a result was possible only because 

the theater, since destroyed, was a large one. It 

was built by Thompson and Dundy who used it to 

rehearse their shows for the Hippodrome and, as 

in the Hippodrome, it had a very large stage and the 

main curtain was pulled up instead of down.

That day’s work still forms a vivid recollection and 

more particularly because after the twentieth per

formance an enthusiastic amateur rushed back stage 

and, without introducing himself, patted me on the 

back and exclaimed, “Very good show! Very good. 

But why don’t you put more pep into it?”—He has 

since become a professional magician himself, and 

my very good friend, and we have had many a 

laugh over his well meant pep talk.

BLACK MAGIC OF THE ABORIGINES

In my first contacts with Americans, back in 191b, 

I was astonished to find that when they learned I 

was an Australian, a great many would rsk "What

Miss Millie Clare, Comedienne with the Hugard show.
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language do they speak over there?” The two 

World Wars have at least one minor gain on the 

credit side, they have increased popular knowledge 

of geography. Most people now know that we have 

a great country down under but few realise that 

the U.S.A. could be packed inside it and leave a 

rim outside. Then, too, how often I was regaled 

with the old, old story (so old that it may be new 

again) of the Irishman who seeing a kangaroo for 

the first time at the Bronx Zoo was told that it 

was a native of Australia. “A native of Australia,” 

said Pat, “Begorra, my sister married one of them 

things!"

The popular conception seemed to be that black- 

fellow's “corroborrees” and kangaroo hunts are regu

larly staged in the streets of Sydney and Melbourne, 

the fact being that a visitor might travel for years 

and never set eyes on an aboriginal or a kangaroo 

unless he went to the Zoos or the reservations for 

the blacks. It is only in the far north, in the sparsely 

settled, or completely non-settled areas, that the 

Australian aboriginal, the black-fellow, is still to be 

found in his primitive state. A relic of the Stone 

Age, in fact I believe the only Stone Age man still 

in existence, the Australian aboriginal is purely a 

hunter. He never arrived at the stage of planting 

for a future harvest, with him it is always either 

a feast or a famine. When the season is a good 

one and game is plentiful they feast and get fat, 

when game is scarce they fast.

It is strange indeed that so primitive a people who, 

for instance, have no word for any number above 

three, should have invented so wonderful a weapon 

as the boomerang. But wonderful as this implement 

is it is not so marvelous in its gyrations as many 

people imagine. When skilfully thrown it will return 

to the thrower but only if it has not struck the 

object at which it was aimed. When its whirling 

circles are stopped by contact with any object it 

simply falls to the ground.

While travelling in the far north of Queensland I 

had several opportunities of seeing these people in 

their primitive state. At one station (cattle ranch) 

a most interesting exhibition was staged for me in 

which a sturdy warrior performed a feat which I 

have often described to clever magicians and never 

once have they been able to offer a feasible solution. 

Here is the problem: Imagine you are in an open 

glade, about a hundred yards in diameter, on which 

there is not a tree or even a shrub, just the grassed 

sward. Let us say you are on one side of the glade, 

on the other there is an aboriginal, a black-fellow 

as we call them. He is stark naked and holding 

his empty hands high above his head, he walks 

slowly towards you. When he is some sixty paces 

from you suddenly, literally in a flash, he is trans

formed into an armed warrior, shield in one hand, 

throwing stick and spear in the other and lucky 

indeed it would be for you that he is staging only 

an exhibition. These men can bowl over a kangaroo 

in full flight with a spear and with unerring cer

tainty, at from fifty to sixty paces.

Miss Myra Erringfon, vocalist and principal assistant 

with the Hugard show.

I have yet had anyone offer a feasible solution of 

the feat, generally it is claimed that under the con

ditions given the thing is impossible. Yet the solution 

is beautifully simple. The shield which is made of 

very light wood and is about three feet long and 

twelve inches in width is stuck on the black-fellow’s 

back with a lump of adhesive clay; the throwing 

stick, about two and a half feet long with handle 

at one end a deep notch at the other in which to 

fit the butt end of the spear, is fastened on his 

back in the same way a little to the left of the 

shield. The spear, about eight feet in length and 

tipped with a wickedly sharp piece of split flint, is 

held by this point between the warrior’s big and 

second toe and is thus dragged along by him, being 

completely concealed in the grass. When the time 

comes, with an incredibly fast movement of hands 

and body, the shield is seized by the left hand, the 

throwing stick with the right hand, the right foot 

jerks the spear upward and its butt is fitted into 

the notch of the throwing stick and in actual fights, 

the spear would be hurtling towards its target, lit

erally as I have said, in a flash. The feat is worthy 

of a magician, employing as it does the arts of 

concealment, misdirection and almost incredible skill.

But, curiously enough in a people so backward
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in other ways, it is in mental magic they excel. 

Here is one example which should perhaps come 

under the heading of “black magic.” The tribes are 

ruled by one or more “old men” who hold their

sway through the workings of a superstition which 

never fails. They have a certain bone which the

blacks firmly believe will infallibly cause the death

of anyone at whom the “old man” points it. If one

of the young bucks has broken a rule of the tribe 

and the bone has been pointed at him, he is doomed. 

He will simply wither away and die.

At another station I had the now rare opportunity 

of seeing a “black’s corroboree.” A corroboree is a 

kind of festival at which several tribes come together 

in amity and stage sham fights, weird dances and 

feasts, a sort of primitive Shrincr's Convention. On 

this occasion a young buck had been accidentally 

injured by a terrific blow on his abdomen by a 

nullah-nullah—native club. We found him stretched 

out on the ground groaning in agony while two 

old hags—lubras—were squatted on each side of him. 

Uttering weird cries they would bend over him alter

nately and apply their mouths to the man’s swollen

stomach the skin of which, however, was not broken. 

Waving their arms, bending down and sucking in 

turn, suddenly one would spit out a mouthful of 

blood, then the other would do the same. As they 

continued their weird operation, the man’s groans 

gradually ceased, he knew they were sucking out the 

bad blood and that he would soon be all right again 

and, sure enough, a few hours later that very man 

who had been at death’s door was prancing around 

and enjoying the festivities with the others.

Remember the man’s skin was unbroken—where 

had the blood the old hags had spat out come from? 

Here was another proof that the art of sleight of 

hand goes back to the roots of antiquity. Each of 

the old women held concealed in the palm of one 

hand a fragment of sharp flint and under cover of 

their shrieks and wild waving of their arms they 

contrived to secretly lacerate the inner part of their 

lower lips. From these cuts they sucked their own 

blood and spat it out as if it came from the body 

of the injured man. He and the onlookers believed 

this was the case and to him and them it was perfectly 

natural that he was “made whole” on the spot.

Jean Hugard in Chinese costume.
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HARPER and BROTHERS

ARE PROUD TO BE THE PUBLISHERS OF

MODERN MAGIC MANUAL

JEAN IIUGARD

! Our Most Magical Author !

Whom We Salute on the Occasion of this Testimonial Show

MODERN MAGIC MANUAL is a manual on magic for amateur enthusiasts as 

well as professional magicians. The hook is a masterpiece by the world’s foremost 

writer on magical subjects explaining, teaching and showing the best effects suitable 

for parlor, club, party and night club entertainment.

“For the individual who is considering magic for a hobby or for a profession this 

book is a dependable guide which will lead the way, give the training, and point 

out the pitfalls.” The Linking Ring.

“In the opinion of officers and members of the Society of American Magicians this 

book supersedes all others in this field and will be the standard text for many years 

to come.” The Indianapolis Star.

“ I bis is a book that any boy will pour over, that is, if he can get it from his father.” 

The Dayton Daily News (and many other newspapers).

“I can heartily recommend it.” The Dragon.

Foreword by Illustrated by Introduction by

JUL1EN J. PKOSKAUEK NELSON 1IAIINE

Price S3.50

TIIEO. HAKDEEN

HARPER AND BROTHERS, 49 East 33rd Street, New York 16, N. Y. Established 1817
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Jean presenting the brilliant illusion "The Birth of the Pearl."

JEM HUGARD’S NIGHT IN PEKIN

By CHARLES J. DIESTEL

■ BECAME associated with the Orient in more ways 

I than one, when I joined the Jean Hugard troupe 

i in “A Night in Pekin” at the opening of Luna 

Park, Coney Island, on May 15th, 1919. Here we 

appeared in stunning oriental costumes, but here 

also I was initiated into that charming English cus

tom of “afternoon tea” . . . for the drinking of 

which the world is indebted to China. Tea every 

afternoon was a charming ritual at which Madame 

Carroll presided, and it offered a measure of relaxa

tion and inspiration to the entire company that was 

most welcome in the midst of performance. I believe 

this custom created what was probably the most 

family-like troupe of artists appearing on any stage, 

for drinking tea afternoon after afternoon with the 

same companions engendered lifelong friendships 

never to be forgotten. I might mention also that we 

were probably the most abstemious troupe on the 

American stage . . . for Jean never countenanced

anything stronger than “tea” for his troupe. The 

members of the company at that time were Jean, 

Madame Carroll or “Mum,” as we all affectionately 

called her, was the pianist. Madame Carroll’s two 

daughters, Dick and Myra, Dick’s husband, Tom,

Clive Clivalli, a brilliant juggler and Jean’s brother, 

was our stage manager, and myself.

Working with such a troupe was always a pleasure, 

although plenty of hard work went into the presenta

tion of “A Night In Pekin,” you can be sure. Every 

assistant was trained to perfection, every cue was

picked up with an air of certainty, for Jean was a 

perfectionist in every sense of the word and insisted 

upon, and got from his assistants, 100% cooperation. 

Frankly, I believe this company was one of the best

trained that ever put over a magic show, and the

enthusiastic reception his act received was a tribute 

to Jean’s friendly, yet business-like insistancc on 

detail.
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EXPERT CARD TECHNIQUE

By Jean Hugard and Fred Braue

The great card classic of the twentieth centor)- - the cardman's bible — Expert Card

Technique contains in its 47-4 handsomely printed pages the very best methods which must 

he learned sooner or later if one is to excel as a card entertainer.

Fully illustrated by 318 crystal-clear illustrations by Donna Allen are the modern 

methods for the following sleights: Secret Lifts, False Deals, Side Slips, Passes, Palms, False 

Cuts, False Shuffles, Crimps, Changes, Peeks, Reverses, Jogs. Featured are great card tricks 

by famous club performers—Allerton, Annemann, Braue, Green, Hugard, Kaufman, Lloyd, 

McMiUen, Merlin, Charles Miller, Paul Rosini, Vernon and Zingone.

Of Expert Card Technique, Paul Fleming has written: "The authors have written 

their explanations with the utmost care, and really explain not only how the tricks are done 

but how to do them! The illustrations by Donna Allen are probably the finest drawings to 

be found in any book on magic today. . . . This is an outstanding book which is prized by 

our leading card experts.”

Despite the great increase in printing costs, this new edition of Expert Card Tech

nique, identical with the Carl Jones’ edition, is still priced at five dollars.

TEIE MIRACLE METHOD SERIES

By Jean Hugard and Fred Braue

Four booklets on specialized subjects, each handsomely printed and bound in soft hoards.

No. 1—The Stripper Deck: New and perfect methods of handling this special deck, 

never before revealed, make difficult feats extremely easy. For a show-stopper, try "The 

Pickpocket.” 32 pages, one dollar at all dealers.

No. 2—Tricks anil Shuffles: A new and revolutionary system of culling, stocking and 

cull-stocking. Any one trick using the methods given will electrify an audience. These 

are not self-working; skill is required. 24 pages, two dollars at all dealers.'

No. 3—Prepared Cauls and Accessories: Cardworkers generally do not like to use 

prepared cards, but here are truly sensational feats requiring no skill whatever. Includes 

Jean Hugard's superb routining for the Aerial Cards. 32 pages, one dollar fifty cents 

at all dealers.

No. 4—Tricks and Sleights: The first booklet of general card tricks published after 

Expert Card Technique, contains the cream of the crop in sleights and card tricks. Illustrated 

by Donna Allen. 32 pages, one dollar at all dealers.

IN PREPARATION

4 he Invisible Pass.” A pictorial text book, profusely illustrated by Donna Allen, 

minutely describing a pass with cards that actually is invisible. Less skill required than 

in the old classic pass.

Jean Hugard

2634 East 19th Street, Brooklyn 29, New York
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When I first joined the show as assistant mechanic 

and “curt , in puller,” Jean was presenting "Fire- 

Eating,” a masterly routine with the "Linking Rings,” 

“The Travelling Cubes” (a la Donald Holmes) in 

combination with the Die Box. Incidentally, Jean 

was the first magician to use this combination. An

other effect that always brought applause was Jean's 

presentation of tearing out a fancy doily. He would 

then blindfold himself and tear out another one, 

much larger, with these words, "Welcome to Luna 

Park” torn out around the border. When a delega

tion of magicians were in the audience, Jean would 

always tear out an appropriate greeting for them. 

He closed his show with the production of a beau

tiful girl from a huge oyster shell, the illusion being 

titled “Birth of the Pearl.” What made the act so 

remarkable in many respects was that it was given 

entirely in pantomime, which was a glowing tribute 

to Jean’s ability as an actor and a magician. For 

those who may not know, pantomime is probably 

the most difficult type of acting there is, for one 

must express every emotion, every action, every whim 

in complete silence, and yet do so, so cleverly that 

every detail is completely understood by the audi

ence. At this Jean was a master, and I dare say that 

even today, a quarter of a century later, he could 

show cards and spades to most Broadway actors.

Well, the first season closed with Labor Day, and 

the show headed for a tour of one night stands 

through Pennsylvania. Many a tow-n I helped paper, 

too . . . billboards, barns, fence rails, walls, and 

store windows. We were doing a fine business, play

ing to full houses and appreciative audiences, but

hard luck befell the troupe, cutting short our tour. 

Madame Carroll fell and sprained her ankle, and 

Jean sprained his hand, if I remember correctly. 

These two misfortunes put an end to that season’s 

tour and we returned home. It was on this short

lived tour that I first became acquainted with Jean's 

marvelous Bullet Catching Trick. I had my part to 

play in its presentation, and I'll never forget the 

trembling sensation which overtook me when I first 

saw Jer.n standing nonchalantly facing a “firing 

squad” of unrehearsed local sharpshooters armed 

with genuine Enfield ri fles. T o say I was scared is 

putting it mildly—I was petrified. But then, as I 

soon discovered, so was the entire troupe, and every 

audience who ever witnessed this startling trick. It 

was truly one of the most sensational illusions I’ve 

ever seen, and every audience cheered it to the echo. 

Jean, of course, h?d been featuring this trick for 

many years before I met him. I remember seeing 

some of the posters that he had used throughout 

Australia and the South Seas, billing Jean as 

“Hugard the Invulnerable.” When he first revealed 

the secret of this trick to me, I said to myself: “This 

man is way ahead of our time,” for his version was 

far superior to the methods used by other magicians 

of the past.

The following season, May 1920, the show re

opened in Luna Park to even bigger business than 

our first year. Certain changes were made in the 

routine, Jean introduced his Floating Ball and closed 

with “The Fairy Fountains,” one of the most en

chanting and fascinating effects in the whole range 

of illusionary magic.
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NEW JERSEY MAGICIANS’ SOCIETY

Meets First Thursday of Every Month

Robert Treat Hotel, Newark, N. J.

OFFICERS

Pres. Count Artell Secy. David Yost

f ire Pres. Francis Walsii Treas. Edward E. .Misiiell

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Count Artell

■ William Henderson Paul Oldain

John MeCardle Philip Weisbeeker

A! Minder David Yost

Edward E. Mishell Francis Walsh

MEMBERS

Virgil Anjos Robert McGovern*

Count Artell Al Minder

Conrad Hush Edward E. Mishell

Charles Coleman Joseph Monaco

Ted Collins* Edward O’Brien

Charles Dellmire* Paul Oldam

A. DeMello Ralph Osniim, Jr.

Henry Dohrows Bob Owens

Murray Edwards Daniel Pinaizik

Fred Elwood Russell Prunier*

Harold Emmons* Frank Raymond

Roll Evans Will Rogers, Jr.*

William Frey Harry Schmale*

Ernest Gilbert Sam Shapiro

Howland Goodman Prescott Shreeve*

Al Greenfield Max Thiel

Frank Harrison Guss Vincent

William Henderson Jim Vreeland

Robert Henry Francis Walsh

Archie Laurie Philip Weisbeeker

Thomas Lawler Jerry Windenfield

A. Warren Littmnu Rev. Stan Wagg

John MeCardle David Yost

* In Service.
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Cast for "The Fairy Fountains"—Jean Hugard, Clive

Although Mr. Hugard claims in one of his books 

that the original presentation of this truly magical 

illusion, by its inventors, the Ten Ichi Troupe, has 

never been equalled, I believe his own presentation 

left nothing to be desired. Briefly the effect is that 

the magician pours water into a bowl on his table, 

and from it causes a jet of water to spring up, 

fountain like, to a height of six feet. He plays 

with it, making it rise and fall at will, then lifts 

it off on his fan from which it continues to spout, 

thence he transfers it to the edge of a sword which 

lies on a horizontal support and he causes the jet 

to pass back and forth along the whole length of 

the blade. He picks it off on his finger tip and tosses 

it to an assistant from whose head the jet immedi

ately spouts. He takes it again and throws it to 

the floor, making it pass to different spots at com

mand. He then picks it up again and throws it 

to one assistant who catches it on his opium pipe. 

Finally he causes jets to play from his fan, from 

the bowl on the table, from the floor and from 

the heads of his assistants, the curtain falling as 

a veritable maze of fountains practically fill the 

whole stage.

In setting up this illusion, Jean had all the parts 

carefully made, and I, as mechanic, was given orders 

to keep it working. Many hours of practice were 

spent by all in perfecting the timing, upon which 

this illusion depended so utterly. I was selected to 

be the assistant with the opium pipe, so I had a

Clivalli, "Dick." her husband, Mary, and Charles Diestel.

double duty to perform, one might say. At one 

point when Jean tossed the fountain-like jet of water 

to me, I either caught it on the end of my pipe, or it 

immediately sprayed out of the top of my head!

I remember once almost upsetting the act by catch

ing the “spray” on my pipe instead of my head, 

as the routine called for. And another time when, 

due to unforeseen yet always present possibility, the 

darn jet burst out of my chest as much to my sur

prise as to that of the entire company. When such 

things happened, Jean had to carry on in “short 

form” with his other assistants. Many a soaking 

I got with this illusion, and many an uncomfortable 

moment I had, when I realized that I was being 

sprayed internally, you might say, by the jet that 

was supposed to be dancing so merrily on my pipe 

for the wonderment of the audience.

It may be of interest to the reader to know that 

Jean featured this illusion long before Howard Thurs

ton introduced it as one of the brilliant feature 

numbers in his show. Thurston spent many a day, 

sitting out front and making notes on Jean’s presen

tation of “The Fairy Fountains” before using it himself.

I was with the Hugard show for two years, and 

I look back on our association as one of the grandest 

experiences in my life. A few of the many photos 

reproduced in this program come from my private 

collection, and conjure up many memories of a show 

that was not only beautiful but was, as well, one of 

the perfect gems of magic entertainment.
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Congratulations oil Your Years of Success

JEAN HUGARD

Is the wish of your old friend 

from way ((dowii under.”

PERCY ABBOTT

ABBOTT'S MAGIC NOVELTY CO.

The World's Largest Manufacturers of Magical Apparatus 

COLON, MICHIGAN

The Magic Capital of the World

e

SPECIAL

A New Book

"THRILLING MAGIC"

Now at the Printers

BUT—we do not expect this book to be ready for mailing before May 15th.

WATCH YOUR MAGAZINE FOR THE DEFINITE RELEASE DATE ON

"THRILLING MAGIC"

And don’t forget our No. 7 catalog is free for the asking — 640 pages — 

1500 illustrations—the largest and most complete Magic catalog ever published.
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Jean Hugard performing the Bullet Catching Trick. Picture from an Australian magazine, 1905.

SOME RECOLLECTIONS OF AUSTRALIA

By PERCY ABBOTT

ACK in 1907 the American Fleet paid an official 

visit to Australia, and its arrival was the occasion 

for almost continuous celebration on the part of 

the citizens of Sydney. People by the thousands 

flocked to the shore line to sec the majestic arrival 

of the long string of warships heading into Sydney 

harbor. I remember the event as though it was yes

terday with its excitement and thrills, and the great 

number of special events that were arranged for the 

visiting officers and crews. Everyone was in a festive 

mood, and celebration upon celebration followed one 

another in a stirring and unforgctable series of events. 

The Fuller’s Theatre had arranged a topnotch variety 

program for the fleet’s visit, and one of the star acts 

was Jean Hugard featuring “Invulnerability,” or his 

famous Bullet Catching Feat. As I remember it, his 

act consisted of the Thumb Tie, the Linking Rings, 

a card trick or two, and closed with the Bullet Catch

ing Feat. This daring and sensational trick was right 

in keeping with the spirit of the occasion, and in my 

estimation his presentation of it was the finest I’ve 

ever seen. None of the others I’ve seen do this feat 

could compare with Jean’s presentation, although 

others have gotten more publicity and ballyhoo out 

of it . . . yet they all lacked the charm, the poise, 

the finesse, and the logic with which Jean convinced 

his audience that they were really seeing a miracle!

Chung Ling Soo also was featuring the “Bullet 

Catching Trick” but was using the old-fashioned 

muzzle-loading muskets. Hugard had appeared in 

Sydney, shortly before Soo’s arrival, performing the

trick with modern high powered rifles. The day after 

Soo’s opening the newspapers commented upon the 

fact that their Australian magician, Hugard, had 

modernized the trick. Whereas Jean continued to 

perform with the modern rifles unharmed to this day, 

Soo eventually met his death on stage while using the 

old fashioned guns!

In those days, I was running a magic shop which 

was known then, as now, as Abbott’s Magic Novelty 

Company (and I even paid the postage in those days, 

too, as a recently resurrected catalogue of mine had 

just recalled to mind), and Jean was one of my best 

customers. He had a standing order with me to buy 

for him every piece of magical literature that ap

peared anywhere, and either to save it for him if he 

was within a couple of hundred miles of Sydney, or 

to post it to him. I would like today to have but a 

fraction of the material I procured for him, for he 

undoubtedly had the biggest collection in Australia. 

He was always an avid reader and student of magic, 

and today that tremendous background of knowledge 

is being put to good use by him.

Unlike the American conception, a magician in 

Australia had to be a magician both on the stage 

and off. In other words, he had to live up to his 

calling at all times. He had to be extremely versatile, 

and have at his command a large repertoire of tricks 

so as to be prepared to change his act at a moment’s 

notice. At least such were the demands of the book

ing agents and theatre circuits, and Jean more than 

lived up to their expectations. He was a combination
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Hugard’s Magic Monthly

TwENTY-TWO months ago Jean Hugard published the first issue of 

an exceptionally fine magic magazine, “Hugard’s Magic Monthly.”

To its publication he has brought the knowledge of good entertainment 

with magic gained in a lifetime of experience, as well as his great skill as a 

writer and editor.

Catering to a variety of tastes — cards, coins, thimbles, silks, billiard 

balls—all the paraphernalia of conjuring is treated in fine audience tricks. 

And Jean’s friends have given him their finest feats from their own pro

grams for publication.

It’s difficult to praise this magazine too highly. Each issue averages five 

splendid effects (illustrated by Abril Lamarque’s witty drawings) and 

these arc tricks which you can use before an audience knowing that it will 

be entertained.

The yearly subscription is two dollars, a moderate charge for the value 

you receive.

Subscribe now and profit by receiving the next twelve big issues.

Order through your favorite dealer, or from

JEAN HUGARD

2634 East 19th St., Brooklyn 29, New York

P.S,: Jean s too modest. We had to write this advertisement for him!
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of Hofzinser, Hermann, Bertram and Devant! How

ever, the circuits were small and paid salaries com

parable to their size, consequently to really get any

where with a magic show one had to branch out 

independently—and this is exactly what Jean Hugard 

did. For Jean was a most unusual magician in more 

ways than one . . . for unlike most of his brother 

performers he was willing to pay a high price for a 

feature trick and was always adding new ones to his 

routine. I can remember Jean paying as high as 

fifty pounds for a feature trick, which in those days 

was most exceptional. This would be like paying 

$500 here today for just one effect.

At the time that Chung Ling Soo (Billy Robinson) 

came to Australia, as a headline act imported from 

England, he was a sensation and made Australians 

Chinese magic conscious. Jean was so keen on magic 

in those days that distance made little difference to 

him, so he travelled hundreds of miles, holding up 

his show, just to come to Sydney to see Soo’s show. 

Travelling in Australia in those days was not easy, 

but it never daunted Jean. On another occasion, I re

member Jean travelling some five or six hundred 

miles just to see Jansen (Dante) make his initial 

appearance in Sydney. As the years went on, Jean 

built up a wonderful reputation for himself, especially 

in the Queensland territory, and he was keen enough 

to realize that if he brought Chinese magic to his 

patrons it would be more than appreciated. Conse

quently he developed and staged one of the finest 

Chinese acts it has ever been my pleasure to see. 

He did not, however, devote his entire show to this 

feature, but introduced it as the star attraction of 

the second half of the show. Beautifully appointed 

in every detail, it was a joy to behold.

One incident connected with his Chinese act, I’ll 

never forget. At the close of the show, Jean always 

removed his wig as he took his bows. This upset an

other Chinese act, showing under the name of Wang 

Toy Sung, who was in reality Claude Guest, a Mel

bourne magician. For a time there was quite a bit 

of enmity between Jean and Guest, for the latter 

contended that this wig business of Jean's was up

setting his act and his reputation for Guest was posing 

as a legitimate Chinese. He went so far as to threaten 

to book himself ahead of Jean’s troupe and expose 

Jean's Bullet Catching Feat. Of course, nothing ever 

came of it, Guest never followed through with his 

threat, and the controversy died in due course.

One of Jean’s most beautiful illusions was “The 

Birth of The Pearl” which he obtained from Phil 

Davis at tremendous cost. This chap Davis was a 

brilliant mechanic who had come to Australia some 

years before as chief mechanic with Chung Ling Soo, 

and remained there after Soo’s departure. It was 

Soo’s habit to outline to Davis various ideas that 

occurred to him for illusions, as they toured around; 

and it was Davis’ job to work out the mechanical 

details in blue print form until they were perfect in 

every detail. After which they would construct the 

trick, and if it worked, into the show it went. Well, 

•after Soo left Australia, Phil Davis decided to go on

the stage with a magic act, and he created and built 

a fine one which he presented in naval costume. How

ever it missed fire, being another case of an expert 

mechanic who was not a performer. However, Davis 

next opened a work shop to produce illusions and 

soon had many of the Australian magicians as his 

clients. Jean had Davis construct some of his illu

sions for him, and paid top prices for this work. 

Mind you, no price was too high for an exceptional 

illusion in Jean’s estimation and, as I've mentioned, 

Jean paid a pretty figure for the first “Birth of The 

Pearl” illusion. The only other one, I believe, was 

bought later by Claude Guest. To the best of my 

knowledge Jean still has it. I know he featured it 

here in this country, and it is one of the cleverest 

and most beautiful illusions I’ve ever seen.

sk£ tchfd er hahn&z
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Founded 1888

TREPEL ROCKEFELLER CENTER

Four Modern, Beautiful F/oirer Shops

International Building 

630 Fifth Avenue

RCA Building 

32 West 50 Street 

N.Y. 20 N.Y.

La Mai son Francaise 

610 Fifth Avenue 

Circle 7-0051-2-3-4

Time & Life Building 

9 Rockefeller Plaza

All shops under the personal direction o} ]ack Trepel

Over fifty years experience in floral art has given 

us the "know how” so important in beautiful 

flower arrangements.

Original flower arrangements by "TREPEL” are 

always "Pleasingly Different”.

For any occasion—SAY IT WITH FLOW'ERS.
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JEM HUGARD, 

TEACHER

By BEN DALGIN

I
UCKY is the person whose life has been influenced 

, by a great teacher. Oftentimes this spiritual 

J uplift occurs during one’s formative years. In 

my case it has occurred in middle life when people 

are supposed to have become set in their habits, their 

thinking, and other manifestations in their ways 

of life.

Most people in the magical fraternity know Jean 

Hugard as one of the world’s clearest, most authori

tative and prolific writers living on Magic. Many 

remember him as a performer, and many have had 

the pleasure of hearing him lecture on Magic.

I would like to record something about Jean 

Hugard as a teacher: It is through the intimacies 

existing between teacher and pupil that they learn to 

appraise each other, and when I write as a pupil 

of Jean Hugard, I think I reflect the opinions and 

experiences of the host of others who have had the 

pleasure of learning by personal contact from this 

great master. From the very first one immedi

ately becomes imbued with his sincerity, enthusiasm 

and love of Magic. I will never forget our first 

session, although every other session was a great 

experience. He explained the principles of Magic, 

and his verbal explanations and illustrations are even 

clearer and more interesting than his books—and 

that is saying a great deal. With awe, I listened to 

everything he had to say and made notes of the 

few tricks he showed that night to demonstrate his 

theories.

I practiced hard and diligently for I felt that 

the following week he would call upon me to repeat 

the few trick he taught me. When the next lesson 

arrived and the time came for me to show what I

had learned, he asked me to perform—which 1 did 

with a great deal of pride.

When 1 finished, Jean Hugard, ever the gentleman, 

raised his voice for the first time: “That is not 

Magic! That is just a trick. You arc a Magician. 

You must perform miracles, not just tricks. Where 

is your plot? Where is your showmanship? You 

must learn to entertain.” And then he proceeded 

to draw a comparison with my way of doing the 

trick and the way it should be performed. Ah, there 

was a lesson in Magic!—Now I could see that per

forming Magic is not only a question of doing tricks, 

but showmanship, stage craft, entertainment, mystery, 

and expressing one’s personality in the performance 

of a miracle. It gave me, as I am sure it gave all 

other Hugard pupils, something to shoot at as 

well as a greater appreciation of all Magicians ap

pearing before the public.

In looking back upon a lifetime filled with many 

teachers and lecturers in the various fields I have 

had occasion to explore, there are certain milestones. 

Teachers who contributed something more than their 

teachings, part of themselves, Jean Hugard, as a 

great and inspiring teacher, towers above all. He 

is a man with a kind heart, noble character, a gen

erosity and enthusiasm that has no limits and is 

ever ready to give of himself not only to his students, 

but to the whole magical world. Jean Hugard is 

a fine man, great actor, superb magician and lucid 

writer and we, his students who have profited so 

much from his personal contact, salute him.

May he be spared for many years to come, and 

may more of us interested in Magic profit from his 

writings and teachings.
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''THEY ALL MEET AT KANTER'S"

To JEAN HUGARD t Old Master,

Artist Author

Performer Editor

Inventor Publisher

Manufacturer Collaborator

HAT more could a man contribute to magic—except to continue with 

more of the same, as lean is doing! It has been a pleasure to know 

Jean Hugard and to have business relations with him since we first opened 

our magic shop many years ago. We have always catalogued and sold all 

of his books, publications and magical creations.

May Jean have continuing good health and prosperity is the wish of—

MIKE RANTER AND STAFF

John Booth, author; Kanter publisher. New second edition now ready 

of this famous guide for all who would profit from magic. . . . The 

contents embraces the 555 winning methods actually used by 136 

successful magicians in their climb to the top rungs. It is divided into 

chapters as follows:

Building the Magic Act—Creating a Setting—Before the Performance— 

Style Is the Thing—Voice of Experience—Personality & Showman

ship—How to Get More Applause—Manufacturing Your Own Glamour 

—Analysis of Newspaper Publicity—They Want Your Picture—Magic 

of the Ether—Lucrative Direct Mail Ideas—Better Bookings and Safer 

Contracts—How to Get Held Over—A Handy Index, and a Frontis

piece Photo of the Author.

GET THIS NEW EDITION NOW—160 PAGES—6 x 9—PRINTED 

ON GOOD PAPER: BOUND IN CLOTH WITH GOLD TITLES.

$1000 WORTH OF VALUABLE (fO HA 

INFORMATION FOR ONLY — *4>O.UU

Largest Eastern Magic Store

KANTER’S MAGIC SHOP

Kill WALNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA 7, PA.
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The lagoon in Luna Park 1919. Showing Hugard's theatre when "A Night in Pekin" was playing.

HUGARB—SUPERB SHUWMM

By LEON MAGUIRE

S
OME years ago I had the good fortune to work 

with Jean Hugard's troupe at Luna Park for a 

few months one season. Several lasting impres

sions remain with me of Jean's superb showmanship. 

One thing 1 11 never forget was Jean's insistence on 

giving his complete act, in full costume and make-up, 

at all times, inclement weather notwithstanding. As 

you can probably realize there were days when Luna 

Park was “rained-out.” On such occasions, other at

tractions in the Park would cut the playing time of 

their shows, or lay off entirely for the day. Not so 

with Jean. With him “the show must go on,’’ and 

whether there were 20 people or 400 in the audience, 

they got the full show and full value for their ad

mission ticket.

While I was with Jean, he was giving his Chinese 

show. He opened with the Torn and Restored News

paper, then his routine with the Chinese Rings, the 

Floating Ball, a few smaller tricks, and then closed 

with his Fire-Eating. I've always considered his 'Lorn 

and Restored Newspaper one of the finest tricks he 

did, and the exceptional part of it was that he did it 

in pantomine with a sucker finish. He would come 

out, show the newspaper, tear it and restore it. Then 

he would pick up a card bearing Chinese characters, 

point to it, smile and turn it around to display printed 

on its reverse side in English—“Show You How It's 

Done.” Slowly and deliberately he would pick up 

another newspaper, fold it small and compactly and 

place it under his armpit. Next he would pick up 

another newspaper, show it on both sides, tear it, 

fold the pieces into a small bundle, switch it apparently 

for the bundle under his arm, and then open the 

bundle showing the paper restored. Then he would 

smile, and point to the bundle under his arm. This 

he would remove, blow on it and open it out to 

show that it, too, had become restored! What an effect!

His presentation of the Chinese Rings was fine magic, 

and his Floating Ball was really exceptional. As

presented by Jean, it was one of the most beautiful 

and mystifying illusions in the whole realm of magic.

For years afterwards, I always made it a habit to 

drop in and “catch his act” whenever I was in Luna 

Park. He had a new show each season, and some 

years he would do two or three different shows a 

season. One season I found him doing a complete 

act with patter, without a Chinese setting. His 

delivery was witty, sparkling and jovial and was 

always in the best of taste. At this time he was 

featuring his own version of the Thumb l ie, and it 

was one of the best and most convincing I have ever 

seen. He fooled magicians with this, time and again, 

so you can imagine how enthusiastically it was re

ceived by John Q. Public.

On another occasion, I found Jean doing a full act 

of Black Art. This had not been presented for many 

years in New York and was a decided novelty. There 

was Jean, dressed in an immaculate white suit, pro

ducing white rabbits from the air and vanishing them 

with an ease that was startling to watch. Productions 

of tables, flowers, chairs, fruit, silks and streamers 

followed each other in rapid and breathless suc

cession. As his finale, he materialized a large sheet 

from nowhere, held it up in front of himself, and just 

as the sheet collapsed in a heap on the floor of the 

stage, Jean came running down the aisle from the 

rear of the audience. This was magic for fair! Here 

was a magician who, one moment, was on the stage— 

the next moment, quick as a flash, was right among 

the audience!

Jean to me was always a super showman from the 

word “go.” His show was in a class by itself, his 

stage settings were beautifully appointed and in the 

best of taste, his drapes were exquisite and the light

ing for the show as perfect and competently handled 

as one could find anywhere.

I'll always be indebted to him for his advice, which 

has been most generous and invaluable.
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President

GENERAL TYPESETTING COMPANY, Inc. 

406 West 31st Street New York I, N. Y. 

LOngacre 5-2165*6

This book, printed by us, is an 

example of our workmanship.

You can entrust your magic 

books, magazines, pamphlets, 

programs, etc., to us, with full 

confidence that the contents 

will not be divulged to anyone 

prior to the date of release.
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JEAN HUGAHD,

AUTHOR

By LEO RULLMAN

THEN I first became interested in Magic - never 

I mind how many years ago Professor Hoff

mann’s “Modern Magic” was already in its fifth 

edition. This monumental treatise on the art of the 

conjurer was at once the Fade Ale cum of aspiring 

amateurs and the despair of the professional magi

cians. The latter gentry were loud in their condemna

tion, asserting that the art was finished now that the 

secrets were bared to the public! How mistaken this 

theory proved is best shown by the growing interest 

of the public and the great increase in the exponents 

of the art. In Professor Hoffmann’s day worthwhile 

treatises on Magic could be counted on the fingers of 

one hand, while to-day there are actually hundreds of 

works on the subject in addition to numerous periodi

cals, all catering to the interest and entertainment of 

the magic minded.

But even to-day we have “Doubting Thomases!” 

In my long association with magical literature I have 

met, and still meet, those who maintain “you can’t 

learn Magic from books.” I beg to differ with this 

view and make the prediction that among the bril

liant array of talent on this programme to-night are 

many who owe their first insight into the Mysteries 

to the printed page.

All of which leads me to the subject of this article. 

As there are many books, so there have been many 

authors. However, during the past 75 years four 

names are outstanding in this field—Professor Hoff

mann (Angelo Lewis), Will Goldston, Henry Ridgely 

Evans and — with all due modesty — Jean Hugard. 

One of the factors contributing to the plaint that 

Magic could not be learned from books was the vague

ness and ambiguity with which some writers described 

effects. This was a common fault before Professor 

Hoffmann’s day and is, to some extent, prevalent in 

our time. Not so with the writings of Jean Hugard! 

Painstaking care and thoroughness are inherent in all 

his writings. Much of his charm lies in the lucidity 

with which a trick or move is explained. He never 

starts with the assumption that the reader is well 

versed in all the subtleties of legerdemain, and it is 

safe to say that in his field no writer is more widely 

read than Jean Hugard.

Without attempting to compile a bibliography of 

his works in this brief space it may be interesting to 

note that in the past dozen years he has described 

something like 1170 card tricks, 460 sleights, 104 

flourishes and numerous subtleties. These occupied 

some 2312 pages with more than 1500 illustrations. 

A brief list of his publications follows:

His first literary effort was known as “10 Card 

Feats,” issued privately by him in typed form. This

consisted of six fine card tricks, two color changes 

and a deceptive shuffle. He next issued his “Auto

matic Deck and Opening Routine,” which appeared in 

1933. This was cleverly contrived with a set-up deck, 

being a series of four baffling tricks in sequence, each 

complete effect leaving the deck in perfect order for 

the following trick. These first two publications are 

comparatively unknown to the collector. Then fol

lowed in rapid succession

Card Manipulations Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 

Close-up Magic 

Coin Magic

Mental Magic with Cards 

Thimble Magic 

Silken Sorcery 

Money Magic

Hugard’s Annual of Magic 1937, 1938-39 

More Card Manipulations Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4 

Encyclopedia of Card Tricks (edited by, with 

assistance of John J. Crimmins, Jr.)

“And a Pack of Cards” (edited by, with assist

ance of John J. Crimmins, Jr.)

Expert Card Technique (with Fred Brauc) 

Miracle Methods Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4 (with Fred 

Brauc)

Greater Magic (edited by, with Carl Jones) 

Modern Magic Manual 

Sealed Mysteries of Pocket Magic 

Gaultier’s “Magic Without Apparatus” (trans

lator)

Hugard’s Magic Monthly, a periodical now in 

its second year

One final word. If Jean were asked his opinion 

regarding the “classics” of conjuring literature as a 

basis of value to the student in forming a working 

library, he would inevitably name the following five: 

Robert-Houdin, The Secrets of Conjuring and 

Magic

Professor Hoffmann, Modern Magic 

Sachs, Sleight of Hand 

Gaultier, La Prestidigitation sans Apparcils 

Maskelyne and Devant, Our Magic, 

a selection with which I would unhesitatingly concur.
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Can easily be seen 
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We're gathered here to celebrate 
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SAYS HIVE MAGICIAN UF ANOTHER...

^■lHE following interesting items about Jean Hugard 

I have been collected specifically for this program, 

*• and reflect some unknown sidelights on Jean's 

career that might otherwise be lost with the years.

* * *

On one of Tommy Downs' visits to New York, he 

insisted that we run down to Luna Park to “catch" 

Jean Hugard’s show. So we set out, together with 

Richard Davis who had one of the most original 

and best Chatauqua shows on the road, and found 

Jean playing to a packed house with his “Night in 

Pekin'’ show. After the performance we went back 

stage to visit with Jean, Tommy particularly wanting 

to see a close-up of Jean's famous thimble routine 

wherein he made four thimbles jump from the fingers 

of one hand to the finger tips of the other, several 

times in a row. This routine was original with Jean, 

and a sleight-of-hand accomplishment that brought the 

highest praise from Tommy Downs, who was no 

mean manipulator himself, as you all know. After 

entertaining us with several other original thimble 

moves, Jean very graciously insisted on explaining 

the entire routine to us, remarking at the time how 

highly honored he felt with Tommy’s visit . . . for 

he recalled that he had seen Tommy’s act years before 

in Australia and that it had never occurred to him 

that Tommy would one day reciprocate by coming 

all the way down to Luna Park to “catch” his act.

Max Holden.

# * #

In 1942, Dr. Joseph Fries organized a Hugard 

Magic Study Group consisting of himself and Com

peers Clinton, Katz and myself. The first meeting 

was held in Dr. Fries’ home on a Thursday evening, 

August 6th. Later Max Katz had to withdraw be

cause of pressure of business, but the rest of us 

carried on. Up to the present time we have had 58 

inspiring sessions with Jean Hugard and in addition 

to learning every phase of Magic, we have enjoyed 

the experience of seeing the birth of Jean’s “Flight 

of Coins,'’ “Mr. & Mrs. Hart,” and other tricks which 

were later written up in his Magic Monthly. I think 

no other teacher of Magic has the personality plus 

the material, knowledge, patience and enthusiasm to 

keep a group interested for so long a period and 

still have us eager to go on.

Ben Dalgin.

* * *

One Sunday afternoon, some twelve years ago, I 

had the pleasure of meeting Jean Hugard, following 

a performance of his show in Luna Park. Jean’s show 

was really great and the audience certainly got more 

than its money’s worth . . . the Linking Rings, the 

Floating Ball, the Thumb Tie and the Hydrostatic 

Glass using milk instead of water. One thing that 

struck me most forcibly at the time was Jean’s man

ner and speech. As you know, he still has his

Australian accent. What a sharp contrast it was to 

the typical Coney Island lingo heard on every side.

After the show, Leon Maguire took me back stage 

to meet Jean personally. I received a most cordial 

welcome and realized immediately that I was in the 

presence of a gentleman. A deck of cards came out— 

although he used none in the act; several palming 

coins appeared, although these, too, were not part 

of his regular stage props—we found a secluded 

corner, and a pleasant, most instructive hour was 

spent. Realizing from the sharp looks we were getting 

from the ladies of the company (Mrs. Carroll and 

Ruby) that it was almost curtain time again, I tried 

gracefully to indicate that I had overstayed my wel

come. Jean, however, wouldn't allow me to leave 

until he was sure that I could palm that coin “in 

a natural and easy manner ... as if you were really 

putting the coin in that hand.” I came back often 

thereafter and a friendship developed of which I 

am very proud. I met most of the prominent men 

in magic at Luna Park, each of them receiving the 

same, warm welcome from Jean that made the trip 

to the Park so worthwhile.

Jerry Lukins.
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The Magic of The Orient and The Occident Combine 

In The Unique Conjuring Experience of Jean Hugard

Australia, New Zealand, Fiji Islands, Samoa, Pango Pango, Hawaii and America 

were the magic itinerary and life story of this prolific author of legerdemain.

Scenes from Jean Hugard's show of thirty-five years ago are illustrated on this page; 

a dream from the past when magic was top billing in the vaudeville houses of the world.

jpORTY-FIVE years a professional magician, 

sixteen of these years in Asia, twenty-nine 

years in America, Jean Hugard may well 

claim to know what he is talking about when 

he writes of magic. For he has seen and 

been a part of all that has contributed to 

the advancement of the art of magic for 

the past half century, advancement in tech

nique and presentation. His authorship, edi

torship or advice is intimately associated with 

the five text books on magic which I have 

published and which the magical fraternity 

has generously accepted as standard and 

representative of the best in the literature 

of magic. CARL W. JONES

Publisher of Magic, Minneapolis



JEAN HUGARD

J ocular J ovial J oyous and J ubilant

E rudite E di+or E arnest and E legant

A ctor A mazing A droit in A bility

N eighborly N atural N ame of N obility

H allow'd H istorian H appiness - H aunted

U ncanny U nnerring U niquely Undaunted

G raciously G enerous G entleman - G enius

A miable A rchivisf A Iways A bstemious

R adiant R apid R efulgent R eliant

D exterous D igi+s D etection - D efiant

Gerald L. Kaufman.

* * *

DO YOU KNOW THAT JEAN HUGARD .

Is the most prolific writer in magic?

Has written and edited 32 books on magic?

Consisting of 4354 printed pages?

Describing 2420 tricks of all types?

As well as hundreds of sleights and flourishes?

Edits and publishes privately the accredited 

Best magazine in magic, Hugard’s MAGIC Monthly! 

On the basis of the quality and quantity of his 

writing, he comes rightfully by the title . . .

Jean Hugard, the Shakespeare of Magic!

Dr. Joseph H. Fries.

# * *

The publishing of Jean Hugard’s “Expert Card 

Technique” has one of the most interesting, and 

I might say unique histories in the entire publishing 

field. It was written by two men who have never 

met each other personally, and was published by

that time. Jean Hugard lives in Brooklyn, N. Y.; 

Fred Brauc in Alameda, California; and the pub

lisher, Carl Jones in Minneapolis, Minnesota. The 

book was two years in the making and was written 

as a result of a casual letter Jean received from Fred 

Brauc. The manuscript was mailed back and forth 

from one to the other until it satisfied both, and 

was then bundled up and shipped to Carl Jones 

who published it. Since that time, Mr. Hugard and 

Mr. Jones have met, when Jean went out to Minne

apolis to edit Hilliard’s “Greater Magic,” but he 

has yet to meet Mr. Braue.

John Crimmins.

# * *

Recently 1 heard an amusing story about the time 

the Jean Hugard went abroad to fill an engagement 

as a Chinese magician, a part that he played to 

perfection. Since he had never made this trip before, 

he arranged for representatives of the theatre, in 

which he was to play, to meet him at the dock. On 

his arrival no one was there to greet him. After 

some difficulty he finally located the theatre and 

found that the manager was just about to cancel the 

engagement. The manager explained that his repre

sentatives had been down to meet the boat, as 

arranged, but failing to locate a Chinaman they 

concluded that Jean had failed to arrive.

Lawrence Arcuri.
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Jean, watching an after-the-meeting show at the Parent Assembly, S.A.M., in the Hotel McAlpin, 1939.

A TRIBUTE TD A PARTNER

By GEORGE LaFOLLETTE

ril HE first time I met Jean Hugard, he called to 

I see me at my apartment in New York where I 

* was laid up with a broken leg, having fallen 

through a stage trap in the Poli Theatre in Bridge

port, Conn. Only a few minutes conversation with 

Jean and I discovered that he was an extremely 

polished gentleman extraordinarily well versed in 

Magic and all its angles. That meeting started a 

friendship that has lived through the years, and a 

partnership that was not only profitable but very 

agreeable as well.

My injury necessitated the cancelling of forty or 

more weeks bookings, so I opened an office during 

the season of 1916-17 to produce and book acts. One 

of the first acts I offered was “Oriental Fantasies” 

starring Jean Hugard. This act, besides having sev

eral girl assistants, consisted of a Chinese barrel 

juggler and two boy assistants, one of whom was A1 

Wheatley (Tung Pin Soo). With Jean as a star 

attraction, “Oriental Fantasies” was a terrific success 

playing all the first class theatres.

Some few years later, Jean opened his own theatre 

in Luna Park and made an instant hit with his pro

duction, “A Night in Pekin”. After Jean had estab

lished himself there, he and I formed a partnership 

to produce an “Around the World With Magic” 

show in a separate theatre in the Park. We leased 

one not far from where Jean was playing, and opened

an all illusion show called, “Modern Miracles”, in 

1921. Jean, of course, having his hands full with his 

own production, could not appear personally in this 

new venture, but he devoted a great deal of his time 

to the management of it. We built up “Modern 

Miracles” into a very successful and profitable propo

sition and for several seasons it was one of the real 

features in the Park. The late Jean Irving was our 

Master of Ceremonies and, as I recall, the acts con

sisted of a real Chinese magician, Ah Lin Foo; a 

Hindu, Prince Singe; another attraction billed as 

“Oriental Mysteries”, and another billed as “Spirit- 

land”. And just to round out the bill we engaged a 

talented troupe, “The Charleston Dancing Girls”, as 

a novelty act. Each attraction performed on its own 

stage with its own sets and curtains, and Jean Irving 

kept everything running smoothly.

Our years of close and friendly association gave 

me the opportunity of evaluating the remarkable 

showmanship and ability possessed by Jean Hugard. 

As a magician he is tops in all its branches. In the 

manipulation of cards, balls, handkerchiefs, thimbles 

and rings he is in a class by himself. In the presenta

tion and handling of illusions he’s had but few to 

equal him. He is one magician who has always 

upheld the words of the immortal Shakespeare, “If 

this be magic, let it be an art.” Jean Hugard, the 

King of Magic. Long Live the King!
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Gratefully 

TUNG PIN SOO 

(A1 Wheatley)
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The “Best to Jean^>

THEO. HARDEEN

It was a pleasure to work

with Jean Hugard on

MODERN MAGIC MANUAL,

SEALED MYSTERIES,

the first of the Hugard-Braue books

and other publications

JULIEN J. PROSKAUER
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M AY the Supreme Magician 

grant you long continuous 

enjoyment of the great

mysteries of life.

LOUIS TANNEN

Magic—Supplies—Pith Usher

120 West 42nd Street New York 18, N. Y.

Wisconsin 7-6137
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THE MAGICIANS GUILD

A PROFESSIONAL SOCIETY

its Officers and Members 

extend sincere greetings and congratulations

to

JEAN HUGARD

William J. Arenholz Hal Haviland Sidney H. Radner

Capt. Harry Baker Thos. K. Hawbecker Justin F. Ratterman

Fred Beckman Max Holden Maurice F. Raymond

Dr. Francis G. Benedict Doc Irving Galle Raymonde

Alexander Berglas George Jason Richard C. Richards

J. Elder Blackledge Carl W. Jones F. W. Ross

Gus Bohn Bert Kalmar Fred N. Rothenberg

Walter B. Bower Major Wm. A. Kelley Paul W. Schem

Eddie Brown William Kreiger Vernon Scobie

Malcom E. Cameron William W. Larsen Robert Sherman

Ray Cox Harry Latz Meyer Silberstein

Dr. Jacob Daley Jos. G. Lightner Warren E. Simms

Ernest Davids Will L. Lindhorst Drake V. Smith

Col. Merwin S. Dickson Michael MacDougall Glen E. Towns

Henry E. Ebel Leon Maguire Joseph C. Walter

Dr. Charles H. Feasler Sam Margules Phil H. Weisbecker

Al Flosso Charles Miller James C. Wobensmith

Lewis Goldstein William H. Montgomery Joseph Yadah

Herman Hanson Harry Otto

Fulton Oursler

Bernard Zutail

RICHARD CARDINI GEORGE LaFOLLETTE THEODORE HARDEEN

President Vice President Chairman, Board of Governors

EDWARD W. DART ROYAL V. HEATH DOUGLAS GEOFFREY

Secretary Treasurer Chairman, Membership Com.

WALTER B. GIBSON JULIEN J. PROSKAUER WILL GOLDSTON

Publications Public Relations European Representative

For Good Entertainment Demand a Magician

and be sure he is a member of the

MAGICIANS GUILD
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To

Jean Hugard

a fi n e m a g i c i a n 

and a finer man

Paul Duke
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KNIGHTS of MAGIC

ZOVELLO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . President

DR. A. WEISS. . . . . . . . 1st Vice President

LEW DICK . . . . . . . . . 2nd Vice President

RICHARD PATTER . . . Recording Secretary

NORMAN SHERMAN. . . . . Corr. Secretary

MURRY BERKE . . . . . . . . . . . . Treasurer

The {nights of Magic wish to extend their fond 

greetings to a truly great name in the magic world

Jean Hugard

MEMBERS IN SERVICE

WILLIAM RATCLIFFE 

HARRY RIFAS 

JACK SANDORSE 

SEYMORE SMALLBERG 

DAVE SPINDELL 

KIRK STILES 

PHILLIP STILLMAN 

LARRY WEEKS 

SIDNEY WEINREB 

JOSEPH WEINTRAUB 

DAN YAFFA

KILLED IN ACTION

IRVING GARFINKLE

(Thimbleeny)

GEORGE ASHTON 

HARRY BERNSTEIN 

IRVING BLOOM 

MILTON BRUCK 

EDWIN GALL 

ARNOLD FURST 

AARON HERSKOWITZ 

ARTHUR KAPLAN 

AARON KUTZ 

JULES LEOPOLD 

JACK MAKEPIECE 

JACK MALON 

RICHARD MARX 

ERNEST PETERS
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KNIGHTS of MAGIC

ORGANIZED 19 2 1

Boosters

BEN ABRAMSON ALBERT MORTENSON

AL BAKER
PAUL MORRIS /

HENRY BETZ DOUGLAS OXNER

SAM BERMET RICHARD D. PATTER

MURRY BERKE F. PETERSON

S. H. BURDETT HANS RUNGE

PAUL CARUSO RALPH READ

LEONARD COHEN HARRY RAYMOND

SAM COHN HARRY ROSENBLUM

HERMAN M. CHATE

MRS. SIMON COTTLOW

SAMUEL SAFRONOFF

NORMAN S. SHERMAN

DAVE DON IRA SCHULMAN

LEW DICK MICHAEL SUPA

MORRIS FOX DR. J. SCHNEIDERMAN

DR. H. GINANDES BERNARD SYLVAN

DR. A. HURWITZ DAVE TAYLOR

MILT KRIST EMANUEL X. TESSIER

MAX KATZ JACK TROPP

MORRIS KLIAL PHIL WAYNE

IOE KEEN ELEANOR WALTON

IRVING I. KOCH BOB WEITZMAN

RINGDON LIEBERMAN SYLVESTER WOLF

DR. C. MILLER PETER WOLF

PROF. JACK MILLER DR. A. WEISS

THE GREAT MICHAEL ANDREW YOUNGMAN

JACK MALON ZOVELLO
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FREDERICK W. COLLINS

M.D., A.M., D.O., N.D., Ph.C.

CONSULTING NATUROPATHIC PHYSICIAN OF AMERICA 

Specializing in Iridiagnosis

No bugs, drugs, serums, concoctions, or unnecessary surgery or mutilations;

office consultation, and by mail

47 South llth Street Newark 7, N. J.

Telephone Office HU. 3-4002 

Telephone Residence HU. 2-4447

The mental doctor with the magical mind!
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THAYER’S QUALITY MAGIC SINCE 1307
Up on the hill, in hack of the Studio, we 

have a big, permanent cage which is usually 

full of ducks. Right now it is empty hut a new lot 

is coming in tomorrow and I hate the thought 

of it. Of course, when they first arrive they’ll 

he okay because they'll be babies and cute and 

not so very messy. But soon they’ll be full 

grown ducks which audiences will enjoy seeing 

vanish from our Thayer’s Super Vanish Ex

traordinary (price S200 F.O.B. Los Angeles 

and please allow thirty days for delivery as 

these are so big that we can t keep a huge stock 

of them on hand like we do wooden thimbles 

which we sell at only sixty cents each). As for 

me, I’d like the trick much better if I could fig

ure out something to use in the vanish except 

ducks, as the latter have practically no manners 

at all.

I thought for a while of using my Scottie 

dog, Duffy by name, in the thing but he 

wouldn’t stand for it. I even tried putting his 

bowl of hamburger in it but he’d rather starve. 

So, ducks it must be and they will come tomor

row and after that life will not be as serene as 

it was after I got rid of the last batch during 

the time I was laid up with a dislocated shoul

der last fall.

Probably I should throw the Super Vanish 

Extraordinary out of the show and substitute 

something like our new Vanish Of A Sliding 

Die Box (which we make you a present of for 

five bucks) but someday I want Jean Hugard to 

see our -program again and I know he’ll get a 

kick out of the way we handle the ducks. Not 

that the Vanish of a Sliding Die Box isn’t a 

good trick, mind you. It's one of the very best 

things to come out lately. But 1 have a twist on 

the Super Vanish that I want Jean to sec.

Now some might say, "Why don’t you wait 

until you go to New York and buy the ducks 

back there?” Well, as Jean will tell you, ducks 

must be trained from childhood on to work in 

the Super Vanish. That is, to work well. When 

we get through training our ducks they practi

cally climb up the table legs, perch on the edge 

of the box, take a bow and dive in. That is, 

they would except for the fact that it is a fairly

well substantiated scientific truth that ducks 

can’t climb. Also, they’ll dive into nothing at 

all unless there's water in it and Thayer’s Super 

Vanish Extraordinary just won’t hold water. 

That is, anyway, the one we have won’t. At any 

rate, my ducks will march out on the stage in a 

single file and wait until I hoist them into the 

box. Then, when I reproduce them from the 

Duck Tub (which is the best that money can 

buy for extremely low price of seventy-five 

bucks) they march off stage again.

In case this ad is read by any non-magicians I 

right now assure them, upon my word as a con

jurer, that the ducks which disappear from the 

box are the very same ducks later produced 

from the duck tub which is almost ten feet 

away. (But you know me, Jean.)

I also advise the non-magicians who read this 

program not to send me $200 for a Super Van

ish nor $75 for a Duck Tub. It would take you 

years and years of hard practice in front of a 

mirror to learn how to work either one. And if 

you put in all your time practicing these tricks 

your business would suffer. Probably, in the 

end, you’d be bankrupt and this would work a 

dire hardship on the wife and kiddies. So, re- 

member: no duck tubs for you!

I don’t remember whether or not Jean 

Hugard used to vanish ducks in his show. I 

know he used to catch a bullet in his teeth and 

caused fountains of water to appear here and 

there at will. But I guess he had better sense 

than to get mixed up with a lot of ducks. And 

it is notable that he came to be one of the 

world’s greatest magicians without them.

Because of his high place in Magic the magi

cians are honoring Jean with a Testimonial and, 

right now, we out here at Thayers want to join 

in thanking him for the wonderful contribu

tions he has made to the craft we all love so 

much. Magician, author, editor and inventor— 

Jean Hugard richly deserves the place in the 

Hall of Magical Fame which he occupies.

As for me, I doubt that magicians will ever 

give me a Testimonial. I spend too much time 

training those darn ducks.

THAYER’S STUDIO OF MAGIC
BOX 1785 WILSHIRE LA BREA STATION, LOS ANGELES 36, CALIFORNIA

When in Los Angeles visit our retail store at 814 South La Brea Avenue, in the heart of the Wilshire district.

On all main bus lines.
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TESTIMONIAL

In reference to Jean Hugard, we, the editors and publishers of Genii, 

do hereby state that the said Jean Hugard, has, does and will continue to 

occupy a large place in the hearts of all magicians, to wit, their esteem 

and affection, for all of the many and sundry things which he, the said 

Jean Hugard, then and there being, has done, is doing and will continue to 

do, to aid and abet the entertaining science, to wit, magic, which they, the 

magicians as aforesaid, embrace as professionals and/or amateurs, and 

they, the editors and publishers of Genii, as aforesaid, do say that the said 

Jean Hugard is truly great. In witness whereof we do hereby set our hands 

and affix our official seals.

Gerrie Larsen

Editor of Genii 

Bill Larsen

Publisher of Genii

P.S. The seals got away. The Spring weather was getting too warm for them.

The Northwest would like 

to see you out here

JEAN

for we honor and respect 

you as a true friend 

of magic

RAY GAMBLE * TACOMA, WASH.
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A tocist to him who put his heart

And soul in bringing Mankind 

mirth;

A master of the Mystic Art,

Lights sparks of joy on saddened 

earth.

All those of us JEAN HUGARD 

taught,

With heartfelt joy our greetings 

send;

From him our zeal for Magic 

caught;

Our teacher and our friend.

Richard J. Levins

(Age Hi/, yrs.) 

Student of Jean Hugard
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COURTESY AND CONFIDENCE

SPIRIT BUZZER Ppd. Ins. $20.00

In Preparation

Stuart Robson's 

Magic Show 

and Convention

TARBELL No. 4

READY SHORTLY

Ppd. Ins. $7.50

RESERVE YOUR 

COPY NOW!!

♦

Coming

PEEK DECK Ppd. $2.00

BAFFLING

BUNNIES

$3

♦

SOFT

DIAMONDS

$2

♦

HUGARDS

EXPERT

CARD

TECHNIQUE

$5

AT THE SION OP THE

\
STUART

n
ROBSON

WAND a RABBIT

CONJURER S SHOP, Inc.

130 West 42nd Street

Suite No. 612 New York 18. N. Y.

Telephone Wisconsin 7-8836
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Best Wishes . . .

to the Greatest Author, Editor and Publisher in the world of Magic

JEAN HUGARD

LOPEZ PRESS

Printers of Hugard's MAGIC Monthly 

61 Cliff Street • New York City

BEST WISHES TO JEAN

ONE OF THE WORLD'S LEADING MAGICIANS 

AND A PRINCE AMONG MEN

from one of his most ardent admirers

ROWLAND D. GOODMAN
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Greetings to My Pal. . . JEAN HUGARD whose inspired 

writings will live forever.

AL FLOSSO

NOW READY — Numbers I to 10 OF OUR SENSATIONAL

FUN-MASTER GAG FILE

ONE DOLLAR EACH ($1.00)

Keep your act moving fast with a fast repartee of Snappy Humorl Each script con

tains over 100 snappy, sure-fire, sock gags! This is a Professional compilation by a 

standard Performer who's been in the profession for over 25 years. It contains jokes, 

gags, wise-cracks, comedy intros, comedy interruptions, puns, short comedy poems, 

topical humorous shorties, screams, yells, humor, etc.

THIS IS THE MAGICIAN'S 

"SHOT IN THE ARM"!

A valuable asset for every type of performer in the business, no matter what branch 

of the profession you're in—whether you're a Professional or an Amateur!

SEND A SET OF "FUN-MASTERS" TO THAT BOY 

IN THE SERVICE, OR TO THAT DISABLED 

VETERAN AND BRIGHTEN UP HIS CORNER.

We are the exclusive Selling Agents for this "FUN-MASTERS" service.

SEND FOR ONE TODAY —ONLY $1.

COMPLETE SET OF TEN—ONLY S10.

O

"Standard Magic Books Always Wanted. Send Us Your List"

HORNMANN MAGIC CO.

304 West 34th Street New York City
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From a connoisseur of Jewels 

to a connoisseur of Magic.

—Charles B. Harris

B. HARRIS and SONS

Modern and Antique Jewelry 

25 EAST 48th ST., NEW YORK 17 

Wlckersham 2-6455
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All Good Wishes to that 

Gentleman of Magic

Jean Hugard

Whitlock (prijagl Company

46 South Street • New York
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA ASSEMBLY No. 22

LOS ANGELES

pays tribute to

JEAN HUGARD

109 Compeers send GREETINGS

RAY MUSE PETER GODFREY VIN THOMAS, Corres. Sec'y

President Vice-President 8132 S. New Hampshire, Los Angeles 44

I owe much to

Jean Hugard

for my love of magic.

CHARLES H. LARSON
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to

JEAN HUGARD

From the Boys at

NATIONAL MAGIC CO.

Jim Sherman George Boston Vic Tosberg

NATIONAL MAGIC CO.

119 S. STATE STREET CHICAGO 3, ILLINOIS
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MAGICIANS!
KNOW ALL the answers!

Modern rules, odds, hints and 

warnings for craps, poker, 

gin rummy and black jack

MacDOUGALL
ON

DICE & CARDS
by Mickey MacDougall

A)) magicians, particularly card manipulators are 

bound to be asked questions about poker and 

other games. Next time you are asked, why not 

know all the answers?

In one small book, Mickey MacDougall, accredi

ted as an expert by gamblers, the police depart

ment, the Army and the Navy, exposes all the 

tricks of the trade—square and crooked. Here are 

sections on how to beat a game of craps—if it’s 

honest—if it's crooked; how to detect loaded dice 

—capped dice; spotting the sharper; playing 

winning gin rummy, and gin rummy swindles. 

In addition, this is the ONLY book to give 

correct odds in games of chance.

MacDOUGALL on 

DICE and CARDS 

is worth $100 to 

any magician. It is 

YOURS for only

$1.00

At all bookstores 

or direct from the 

publisher

Greetings

and

died Wishes 

to a

Grand Person

RGZ^ON

Pest-:

Wishes

SOCIETY 

OF DETROIT 

MAGICIANS

COWARD.MeCANN, 2 W. 45th St., New York 19
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SEATTLE MAGIC RING

PAYS TRIBUTE TO A GREAT MAGICIAN

★ Jean Hugard ★

ALLEN, JOHN K.

ANDERSON, WALLY 

BACKER, JOE 

BERTRAM, JOHN M.

BIGELOW, D, EARL 

BOWMAN, WILLIAM 

CADDICK, ERNEST 

CALOHAN, D. L.

CARPENTER, DEANE 

CHAMBERS, BRYCE* 

CHAPPELL, ROBERT B. 

CLARK, AL M *

CONE, CLARENCE R. 

CROSBY, V. A. (BING) 

DURANT, FRED 

FENTON, BOBBY* 

GAMBLE, RAY 

GOODWIN, ARTHUR E. 

GOWDY, J. WILSON

ALEXANDER, REX, L 

•BABCOCK, DEWEY 

BAUM, SABLE E. 

BEDDOW, HARRY 

BOORMAN, PAUL E.

115 MEMBERS

BUYKEN, GEORGE H.

♦CAIN, MITCHELL L. 

CAMPBELL, ERNEST 

CASH, DON M. 

♦CHAPPAS, PAUL 

♦CHOSE, PAT 

CLEGG, RICHARD B.

CRAIG, C. E. 

DISBROW, EARL 

EATON, PAUL J. 

•FLEMING, C. R. 

GOLDSMITH, SEWARD 

HALE, JACK C. 

GROGAN, JACK A.

24 OF WHOM ARE 

IN THE ARMED 

FORCES*

JESTER, GLENN. SR. 

1 JOY, FRANK R.

LAND, C. C.

J LEWIS, DR. A. R.* 

LONG, HARVEY*

McDonald, w. b. 

McKenzie, victor a.

MARTIN, CLARENCE* 

MILLER, HARRY LOUINE 

MONTGOMERY, O. H. 

MORRIS, ROBERT W. 

OLSON, S. T.

PARKE, HOWARD

JONES, W. B. 

KELLY, D. W. 

•LANGELL, RICHARD W.

LINDE, O. R. 

MCDONALD, CHASE, E. 

McGLENN, T. W.

McNEAL, BOB 

MANTELL, LEN 

MONDOR, CARD 

MOODY, ORLA 

NORDpUIST, C. G.

ORTH, RAY 

PARSLEY, DR. FRANK

PATNIK, ALBERT PATTERSON, DR. PAUL R. 

PERRY, CAPT. LOUIS C. *PETERSON, H. G. 

QUINN, GEORGE B. RAMSDEN, RAY W.

HALL, CHARLES W.* 

HAMMOND, PAUL*

♦HAMILTON, BILLY H. 

♦HAMMONS, LT. C. R.

HAMMONS, ROSS, JR. 

HELSETH, LT. ARTHUR 

HENNEN, AL. M.

HILL, HAMILTON C. 

HORAN, LT. JOSEPH A.* 

IVEY, SAM*

HARKNESS, WM. 

HENDRICKS, H. A. 

HICKERSON, M. C. 

IRVINE, ALACK M.

HOWARD, JIM 

JESTER, GLENN, JR.

RAMSEY, C. F. 

RIGLER, DR. A. J. 

POTTER, R. M.

SMITH, CHARLES N. 

SPARR, DR. E. E. 

STAMBAUGH, HOWARD 

STAUFFER, ROBT. W.* 

SWANSON, RICHARD E. 

THORN. CHARLES W. 

WICKER, E. E.

WOOD, CARROL S.

RICKARD, ROBT. S. 

ROGERS, CLIFFORD A. 

SHELLEY, W. C. 

SMITH, HARRIS E. 

SPELLMAN, BART 

STICKELS, C. H. 

•SUNGREN, CHUCK 

TAYLOR. W. J. 

VALESKA, M. J. 

WILKES, GLEN A.

MRS. HARRY HOUDINI 

ED SAINT 

JIMMY MUIR

HONORARY MEMBERS

♦ROBERT STULL 

HARRY BLACKSTONE 

CLAUDE BURKE

HARRY JANSEN 

"Danto"

NATE HALTON

OFFICERS FOR 1945

ORLA MOODY, President

(President P.C.A.M.)

CAPT. L. C. PERRY, Vice-President H. A. STAMBAUGH, Secretary 

LEN MANTELL, Treasurer DON M. CASH, Sergeant-At-Arms

CHAS. N. SMITH, Historian

MONTHLY MEETINGS—SECOND THURSDAY—MAGIS INVITED

All Inquiries to Secretary—5543 28th Ave., N.E., Seattle 5, Wash.

“SonHlo " METROPOLIS of the PACIFIC NORTHWEST

BIRTHPLACE OF THE

Pacific Coast Association of Magicians
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GREETINGS!

TO THAT GRAND OLD MAN 

OF MAGIC —

JEAN HUGARD

JOE BERG ANNOUNCES

The opening of his NEW SPACIOUS QUARTERS 

which is to be used in addition to his present loca

tion as a SCHOOL of MAGIC and DEMONSTRA

TION SHOW ROOM.

Two Magic Shops To Serve You

Retail, Wholesale and Mail Order Shop 

Hy Berg, Manager

36 West Randolph Street (Room 402)

SCHOOL and DISPLAY ROOM 

Joe Berg, Mgr.

30 West Washington Street (Room 638)

BERG'S MAGIC STUDIO specializing in the fin

est of magic equipment and the manufacturing of 

NEW and ORIGINAL effects, invites its host of 

friends everywhere to visit and see the finest and 

largest MAGIC SHOW ROOMS and most com

plete DISPLAY of MAGIC In CHICAGO. DOING 

BUSINESS AT BOTH SHOPS.

COME AND SEE THE MAMMOTH "ANDER

SON COLLECTION" ON DISPLAY AT OUR 

NEW STUDIO.

WHEN VISITING CHICAGO —IT'S BERG'S — 

HEADQUARTERS FOR MAGIC and MAGICIANS.

STARTING MARCH 5th 

NEW BERG POLICY

FREE SCHOOL OF MAGIC for all our custo

mers every MONDAY from 7:00 P.M. to 9:00 P.M. 

No obligations, just register and you receive a 

FREE course in magic, we even supply the ap

paratus for educational and demonstration pur

poses. REGISTER NOW.

BERG'S MAGIC STUDIO

30 W. Washington St. 36 W. Randolph St. 

CHICAGO. ILL.

j

j Greetings to Jean—

| a grand old fellow

{ from the Mysterious Maharajah 

I England's Magical Manipulator

j

j DICK RICHARDS and

j DICK RICHARDS, JR.

i

‘Best Wishes 

to

JEAN

ZINA B. BENNETT, M.D.
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STAMFORD ASSEMBLY No. 33

SOCIETY OF AMERICAN MAGICIANS

fcxisLmUp- 3hsudinqA, and (Bsl&L (di&hcA,

to

JEAN HUGARB

qA. Qrand Showman

IRVING S. ADLER, P.F.C. REINHOLD W. MARSCHALL

HARRY BROCK JERRY METALLO

RUEBEN H. BUTLER THOMAS F. NELSON

EDWIN V. CAREY DR. ALPHONSE PERREN

EDWARD N. CASE FRANK PRESTI, T/S

PAT DeLUCA HAROLD E. RIDER

LEON DERAN BERNARD RIND

WALTER D. FOSS DAVID S. ROCKWELL

KINGSLEY GILLESPIE THOMAS E. SAXE

REV. FREDERICK W. GRUNST ALBERT H. SCOTT, F2/C

HARRY HARPER THEODORE V. SEAMAN

PHILLIP J. HERON EDWIN W. SWAIN

WILLIAM J. HOLIAN ROBERT J. SWAIN

BENJAMIN HOROWITZ CLARENCE E. THOMPSON

REV. JOHN J. KELLEY J. GERARD TOBIN

RAYMOND MacMATH JEROME H. WALLSTON

ARNOLD R. MADDALONI CHARLES A. WATTSON

0^
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A Toast

To That Grand Old Gentleman of Magic

JEAN HUG ARB

ON THIS AUSPICIOUS OCCASION

JEAN HUGARD TESTIMONIAL SHOW

BARBIZON PLAZA THEATRE - NEW YORK CITY - APRIL 28, 1945

May this glorious occasion be but a 

passing milestone in a brilliant 

career ever devoted to the best 

interests of magic and magicians 

everywhere.

Boston Assembly No. 9 — Society of American Magicians

HERMAN HANSON, President CLIFFORD JORDAN, Secretary
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WHEN THE CURTAINS OF TIME ARE DRAWN BACK ON THE

\

T~r

YEAR 2000

■sms

MARS MAGIC MANUAL

. . . and during the first half 

of the twentieth century there 

flourished many magicians of 

note. Much was contributed 

to MAGIC during this period 

and many were its contrib

utors.

There was one man, how

ever, that gave SO MUCH 

toward making MAGIC the 

ART that it is today that fie 

has rightfully been called 

“The Shakespeare of Magic.” 

It was for his unstinting ef-

MARS MAGIC MANUAL

forts and teachings that the 

world owes him a debt of 

gratitude. For indirectly, he 

helped develop the minds 

and thinking powers of many 

great men who accepted 

MAGIC as their hobby and 

pastime.

To Jean Hugard—friend, 

author, scholar and magician, 

we humbly pay tribute as the 

sun rises on the year 2000.

W. P.

>1AIIS MAGIC. Ilot 4684, Washington, ». C.

‘Recommended by Those We Serve”

FRANK

"One of New York's Favorite Magicians"

AND

RUTH

are proud to acknowledge their admiration of, and their respect 

for lean Hugard whose friendship over many years has been 

one of their most valued possessions.
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Salutations

to

JEAN HUGARD

in appreciation of his warm 

jriendship and his pine con

tributions to magic which 

have been such a help and are 

of inestimable value to me.

‘Bert osillerton->

We are glad 

to be among 

the thousands

TO HONOR 

JEAN HUGARD

on this occasion

CIRCLE MAGIC SHOP 

Mike Tannen • Arthur Jackerson 

1661 Broadway • New York 19, N. Y.

a?tapper
'Mfrt&xcfer.1

Master

Mental Divination

A “Grotesque” Divertissement for the 

Advanced Performer

By DR. H. WALTER GROTE

EFFECT: Ask anyone to think of one of the 

53 cards in a pack. Performer also thinks of a 

card. Without further questions, stalling or awk

ward moves, performer removes both cards and 

places them, backs to audience, into two glasses. 

After some comedy business, wherein the spec

tator fails to point out the glass containing his 

card, the glasses are turned around and the cor

rect cards are thus revealed.

Price (Secret Only) $5

H. M. MILLER

1322 FIRST CENTRAL TOWER 

AKRON 8, OHIO
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These hands

—have taught thousands 

—have mystified thousands

and tonight applaud that grand 

old master — JEAN HUGARD

“Ye host at ‘The Open House’”

NAT KANE

“Piano Lessons for Grown-ups”

171 W. 71st St., N. Y. EN. 2-8788

JEAN HUGARD

whose magic is excelled

only by his personality.

JOS. YADAH
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DRISCOLL

Property Management Co.

INC.

Queens 8C Long Island Property

9

Realtors

211-17 Jamaica Avenue 

Queens Village 9. N. Y.

Best Wishes from 

PROF. CAM ELDRA 

and ETHEL

To A Real Trouper

JEAN HUGARD

Give me a friend whose faith in me 

Is greater than time or space 

Who counts on me to the end 

of the world

As tho' we are face to face

Jolly the fellow who is down to-day 

Give him a smile for his sorrow 

For this is a funny fast old world

You are up to-day and you are down 

to-morrow

HARRY OTTO

The International Comique 

"Public Deceiver"

ASSEMBLY No. 3 (CHICAGO)

of the

SOCIETY OF AMERICAN 

MAGICIANS

ADDS

its praise to that of other 

Assemblies in acclamation 

of the inspiring writing 

and splendid authorship 

of that

“GRAND OLD MAN OF MAGIC”

JEAN HUGARD
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‘"Best Wishes"

BERT FEINSON

PRECISION

SURFACE

GRINDERS

THORNTON

MECHANICAL LABORATORY

NEW BRITAIN, CONNECTICUT

"The character of an in

stitution is measured by its 

soundness; its dependability 

in adjusting losses; and the 

high esteem of satisfied 

clients."

FRED 0. SCHNEBBE CO., Inc.

General Insurance Brokers

•

45 JOHN STREET, NEW YORK CITY 

PHONES:

REctor 2-6683, 4, 5, 6 and 7
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Best Wishes

to

JEAN HUGARD

from the

SOCIETY OF OSIRIS, 

MAGICIANS. INC.

(Exclusively Magicians)

BALTIMORE

MARYLAND

S. A. M.

Harry Houdini Assembly No. 29

and

Northern Connecticut 

Assembly No. 21

Join hands in 

extending their greetings 

in honor of

JEAN

HUGARD
a sincere friend in Magic

With

BEST WISHES

to

JEAN

HUGARD

Whose Contributions to Magic 

Have Proven So Inspirational 

to Magicians Throughout the 

World

ivex Aj. Conklin

“Old Books on Magic for Bibliophiles”

1545 W. Pierce Milwaukee, Wis.
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To Jean Hugard

Long May His 

Magic Wand Wave

Cordially (

\

Bert Kalmar I 
\

Our Most Sincere

Best Wishes

to a TRULY GREAT

MR. JEAN HUGARD

From

Your Ardent Admirers

Lucille and Eddie

ROBERTS

(Signal;

Sgt. Emm: Gaillard—U. S. Army 

I.iic/i.lf Gaillard—U.S.O.

Greetings

JEAN!

“If it’s a Nailwriter—

I make it”

CONRAD HADEN
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Best Wishes

to

Jean Hugard

HARRY H. LIND

Manufacturers of

Juggling Apparatus & Props to Order

66 N. HANFORD AVE. 

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

In Memory

of

Jean Hugard’s 

friend

Bernard M. L. Ernst

g
g

g

g

To You . . .

JEAN,
. . . wo are projecting 

a steady stream of 

happy thoughts and

good wishes.

'i Chester D. (“Doc”) Miller

011(1

Ralph W. Read

The Transcendent Telepathists

To

JEAN HUGARD

‘Belt Wishes— 

from one author 

to another—

FULTON OURSLF.R
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To

JEAN IIUGARD

Gentleman

Scholar

Author

and

Magician

of Magicians

MAX KATZ

“MY BEST”*

to

JEAN HUGARD

An outffanding friend 

of magic

J. G. THOMPSON, JR.

MIDDLEBURG, PA.

(*From my book of the same name 

which will make its appearance 

next Fall)

Greetings to a Grand 

Man of Magic

Jean Hugard

HARRY CECIL RING No. 22 

I. B. M.

Detroit, Michigan
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My Hobby is Magicians

and

JEAN HUGARD

is one of my favorites

EDWARD W. DART

Secretary

Parent Assembly

Society of American Magicians

Secreatry

The Magicians Guild 

Secretary

Conjuror's Press, Inc.

Member

International Brotherhood 

of Magicians

Greetings

to

Magic's

Grandest Personality

Jean Hugard

from

DICK DUBOIS

AND STILL THEY COME!

In 1932, the following effect was first advertised, 

March 1945—and orders for same are still coming.

"THE SPOOK CARD CONTROL"

Dan Sylvester

Effect:—From a borrowed deck of cards, a card is re

moved by a stranger, card is then mixed back in deck 

and deck placed on table. At performer's command—the 

deck slowly cuts itself, upper half falling into performer's 

hand. Performer shows bottom card of upper half, which 

fails to be chosen card.

Cards are then mixed at random on table, in a few sec

onds a card slowly moves away from the rest of the cards 

and allowed to drop in performer's waiting hand. It’s the 

chosen card of course—and it's handed out for inspection. 

Without question it's one of the most mysterious and spec

tacular effects in magic. It looks like real magic, it’s to 

do and very good for close up.

Chosen card can be marked and deck can be examined 

before and after effect. Other articles such as coins, 

pencils, cigarettes or handkerchiefs can be made to creep 

the same as cards.

People will rave about effects of this type, and they're 

reputation makers.

Easily worth three dollars, but for this Jean Hugard's 

festive occasion, the price complete, with instructions and 

two other effects . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ONLY $1.00

FETU REFECTS

105 Ackerman Avenue, Clifton, N. J.

P. S. Pre-War break-a-way fans in stock—real fans a that 

break in six parts. Made of sandal wood, hand painted 

design and finished with silk ribbon. They]re beauties and 

a bargain — at $3.00 each. $2.50 each if ordered with 

above item.
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"Dorny"

SEZ

LONG LIFE

and continued 

GOOD HEALTH 

to my good 

Australian "COBBER"

JEAN 

HUGARD

DINKEY DIE!

C-<x>ooooooo<x>oc>oooooooooQ

IN THE NAME OF

CARYL FLEMING

WE SEND OUR KINDEST 

GREETINGS TO

JEAN

HUGARD

CARYL FLEMING CLUB 

OF MAGICIANS

I.B.M. RING No. 21

HOLLYWOOD

CALIF.

With Sincere Appreciation to Jean 

for the Privilege of his Comradeship 

and an accolade for his many per

manent contributions to the Art of 

Magic.

May his shadow never 

grow less!

HAL HABER

Temporarily: Captain, Chemical Warfare Service, 

Huntsville Arsenal, Alabama

(I’Il be seein’ yo’alV

Greetings

to

Jean Hugard

from

THE NATION’S CAPITAL

Washington Assembly No. 23 

SOCIETY OF 

AMERICAN MAGICIANS
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j

In appreciation tor the !

many happy hours of J

magic I've enjoyed j

through Jean Hugard's j

j

inspiring books. j

j

I

HENRY A. COLGATE j

i

i

i

i

Best Wishes to

JEAN HUGARD

from

the Members of

Los Magicos

Jerome Ash Edgar Bergen

Peter Godfrey Len O. Gunn

Leo Irby Lt. Fred A. Kapp

William Larsen Great Leon

C. S. Leaf McManus Rudy Miller

George Postle William Taylor

Floyd G. Thayer Harry T. Usher

George E. Baxter Richard G. Wilcox

Bernard Giannini Sgt. James Conley

Bert Kalmar Glenn G. Gravatt

Harold Lloyd Gerald Kosky

Matt Martin William McCaffery

Earl F. Rybolt Everett W. Morgan

Major Victor Trask Max Terhune

R. V. Lozier, M.D. Orson Welles

“Well Wishes”

to

JEAN I1UGARD

A “Whiz” with

MAGIC

Allentown Society of Magicians 

King No. 32 I.B.M.

Allentown, Pa.

“ARTWORK FOR THE MAGICIAN”

“TOM” FITZGERALD’S

STUDIO Ob' COMMERCIAL ART 

2814 WASHINGTON STREET 

WILMINGTON (239) DELA.

★

Specializing in

MAGICAL ILLUSTRATIONS and 

DRAWINGS FOR REPRODUCTION

Best Wishes

to

JEAN HUGARD

from

Clevadone

(Jos. O. Thibodeau)

4 Hartford Avf. \Vi:tui:rsfii:i.d, Conn.
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Good Friend 

I Salute You I

Tracy Balcom

John J.

GRDINA

Society Magician

| Home Address

| I 7928 Nottingham Rd. Cleveland 19, Ohio

I salute the greatest Magic Scholar 

and Magic Teacher of our time—

JEAN HUGARD

JOSEPH STERNBACH

Mental Dynamics

To express my regards 

for jean Hugard

Lawrence Arcuri

THE GREAT KARLAND SHOW 

3 Ring Magic Circus 

sends greetings to

JEAN HUGARD

Dr. Carl S. Frischkorn (Karland) 

President Blackstone Ring No. I 

NORFOLK, VIRGINIA

As I gaze in my Crystal Ball 

I ran see that

HARRY and MILDRED ROUCLERE

are spiritually with 

you on this momentous 

occasion

ROUCLERE, Jr.
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\. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

The Greatest Mystery of Life 

is Life itself.

“SILENT” MORA

with

Great regard to the Great Magi

MR. JEAN HUGARD

ONE OF MY PROUDEST POSSES

SIONS IS A COMPLETE SET OF 

JEAN HUGARD’S BOOKS ON MAGIC.

ALL HAIL TO HIS SKILLFUL HAND 

AND PROLIFIC PEN.

Dave Embury

Best wishes to that Grand Old 

Man of Magic, whose writings 

have been an influence and an 

inspiration to me down through 

the years.

Major Charles Schuerholz



aCongratulations 

Jean”

K. M. “ROMIE” VETTEIl

)

President Wisconsin Ring 

No. 32, I.B.M.

)

Stull Magic Manufacturing Co.

Wish cs Jean, whose writings 

and magic have been such 

an inspiration to so many of 

us, years of continued good 

health and happiness.

583 Market St. San Francisco 5, Calif.

Best Wishes

FROM YOUR NEW RING IN I.B.M.

33

BAY STATE MAGIC CLUB

WORCESTER. MASS.

BEST WISHES

FROM

PI 11 LA. ASSEMBLY No. 4

SOCIETY OF AMERICAN MAGICIANS

CONGRATULATIONS JEAN

JEAN HUGARD'S FRIENDS

MULTIPLY FAST—

LIKE OUR

MULTIPLYING RABBITS

A cute pocket trick for $1.00 

Magic Package 40 tricks $1.00 

Vanishing Coin, 50^; Vanishing Key, 50£

THE LINDHORST MAGIC DEN, 6I2J-Pine, St. Louis

Sincere Good Wishes 

To Jean Hugard

from

M AGIG ALS

Parent Assembly

Dear Jean—

May the "Billy Can" 

always be handy.

Charles and Dolly Diestel

CORDIAL GREETINGS j

from {

"Way Down South" j

TEXAS ASSEMBLY No. 19 !

S. A. M. |

Houston, Texas j

ALLEN SEARS, Pres. FRANK WERNER, Secty. j

|
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GIRLS KNOW A GREAT 

MAGICIAN, TOO—

Congratulations!

MAGIGALS ASSEMBLY No. 8 

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

I salute JEAN HUGARD 

who has contributed so much for 

the good of magic!

J. ELDER BLACKLEDGE

National Vice-President — Midwest, Society of American 

Magicians

Vice-President Ring No. 10, International Brotherhood of 

Magicians

Member: The Magicians Guild

The Magicians' Club, London 

International Lyceum Association 

American Platform Guild

Management: National Concert and Artists Corporation, 

New York City

Sincere good wishes

to

Jean Hugard

from the Maestro of Magic

HENRY KLAPTHOR

106 E. 10th STREET
ERIE, PA. (

I

BOWS LOW TO

HONOR JEAN HUGARD and his 

magazine. Have you seen ours? A 

copy free on request.

MAGIC LIMITED —Lloyd E. Jones

4064 39th Ave. Oakland 2, California

To JEAN HUGARD

with admiration

and affection

“AL” ALTMAN

M I LLO

THE

MYSTIC

KNOWN THRU

THE SOUTH

•

CHARLES J. MILLS 

620 Shorb Ave. N 

CANTON, OHIO
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CONGRATULATIONS

JEAN HUGARD

from

TIIE T. NELSON DOWNS I.B.M. 

RING No. 24

C. R. TRACY (Hud Raymond), President 

“The Magical Hnthusiast”

3318 Virginia Street Sioux City 18, Iowa

MILDAR

Bill Miller - K. C. Darling

Manufacturers of

Precision Built Magic Apparatus 

VALLEY STREAM, N. Y.

From

One Fire-Eater 

to Another— 

Sincerely,

“FRANCISCO”

Greetings from 

“The Great Waldo”

Manufacturer of

THE MIRACLE BAR FLAVORS 

P. O. Box 463 Oak Park, Illinois

BEST WISHES TO THE 

GRAND OLD MAN OF MAGIC—

JEAN HUGARD

Royal L. Vilas Assembly No. 20

S. A. M.

Bridgeport, Connecticut

r‘Cordially

Yours;

I

\

WM. H. BAUER, D.D.S. j

i
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To Jean Hugard—

A great magician — who will 

always be a great inspiration

CAPT. HYMAN CHARTOCK 

Medical Corps, U. S. A.

Greetings from 

COTTRELL J. THOMAS

presenting

from ten to ninety minutes of up-to-date 

magic, designed for any and all occasions. 

"That act that is a pleasure to see."

Persotul M.vi.iganait 

A. E. Mulvany, New York

Permanent Address 

The Billboard, Cincinnati 

Currently—U.S.O. Tour

(RE

\

REAL BARGAINS FROM TMt 

YOGI MAGIC MART 

WILL CHARM YOU TOO!

THE YOGI 

MAGIC MART

BALTIMORE, MD.

feels honored to be 

allowed this privi

lege to participate in Jean's party.

PHIL THOMAS, Pres.

“Our Mart is the Mecca for Magicians” 

All Mail Downtown Studio

4001 Chesley Ave.-6 215 N. Charles St.-I

To Jean:

What you have given the 

world can never retire.

Love and gratitude, my friend.

Lucille Saxon

Compliments of

Greetings and Best

Wishes to Magic’s

Jack Cbanin Most Beloved Personality

1938 N. STANLEY 

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

KANSAS CITY ASSEMBLY No. 38

Society of American Magicians

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI
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Greetings to

JEAN HUGARD

from

Meyer Silberstein

Director Conjurors' Press, Publishers of

CONJURORS’ MAGAZINE

Member of

MAGICIANS GUILD and the S. A. M.

Greetings

1 E A N LJUGARD
J USTLY 11 ONORED

Thomas D. Calhoun

/ With pride 1 add my tribute to a

\ never-to-be-forgotten gentleman

) of the great magical fraternity.

[ NEWELL J. COTTERELL

It's fun to know, but it's /

more fun to be fooled! \

LOUIS F. BROOK /

Member: S.A.M., I.B.M., (

HOUDINI CLUB OF WISCONSIN, (

Chairman Membership Committee I.B.M. \

WITH SINCERE APPRECIATION

FROM AN APPRECIATIVE

PUPIL ....

LEO. H. TANZ

To

JEAN HUGARD

WITH SINCEREST BEST WISHES

Rhode Island Assembly No. 26 

Society of American Magicians

Jean Hugard

A Wonderful Magician 

and

A Wonderful Man

WALLACE B. GREENE

£j2cul (KuqahjcL 

cl qcjitlnnmjr to All 

mjctqicciL fmqsWtlfiL

wm. j. McLaughlin, d.d.s.
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MY BEST WISHES 

TO THE

GREAT MASTER AND 

GRAND OLD MAN OF MAGIC

JEAN HUGARD

from

PROFESSOR FIAT

(Mexican Magician)

Best wishes to

Jean Hugard

from

Horace D. Wolferman

To a Great Man—

and a Great Magician—

JEAN HUGARD

from

Audloy Walsh

Regards and Best Wishes

to

JEAN HUGARD

from

DR. WM. T. PALCHANIS 

1674 North High St. Columbus I, Ohio
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Best Wishes

to Jean

JAMES LINBURN

A long and happy

Life — Jean!

MORT ZUKERT

Greetings

JEAN

\ DR. & MRS. JACK TAUB

To JEAN HUGARD— I

a great magician 

and writer of magic.

JAMES C. WOBENSMITH

K

Our Sincerest

Best Wishes to

JEAN

ELMER APPLEGIT

LOUIS BERTON

JEAN HUGARD

Magic’s most

beloved author.

ERNEST DAVIDS

Best Wishes

from

MORTON L. CLARK

Lima, Ohio

J ust a wish: with

E ach tomorrow

Added joys: and

N ever sorrow.

Health unfailing,

Undimmed vigor,

Grateful friends

Around you gather.

R est now on your laurels won;

Destiny notes a work well done.

HARMON E. BAKER

Member, Ring 16, I.B.M.

Society ol Memphis Magicians
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Ill

Our Best Wishes . . .

THE AMAZING LADY ETHEL and DIL JESTER

America's Most Distinguished Mentalists

Music Corporation of America New York City

To JEAN—

Whose Magic 

has always been 

a symphony of 

grace and artistry

Hal Kousikoff

To

JEAN HUGARD

The greatest writer

in Magic today—

MAURICE BERGER, M.D.

Greetings from

Little Johnny Jones

to JEAN HUGARD

If you are not a subscriber to JEAN 

Hugard’s Magic Monthly you are missing 

something.

Place your order through your dealer or 

direct from

JEAN HUGARD

1263 East 19th Street

BROOKLYN 29 NEW YORK
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Chas. Arbuthnot III Leon Maguire

Eugene L. Bulson. M.D.

Ft. Wayne Magicians Club

Franz J. Massopust

A. Newhouse

J. Augustus Boers

President Assembly No. 4, Philadelphia Joe Ovette

Burdette L. Bowman S. J. O'Brien

Joan Brandon
Harry Parke

Harry E. Cecil
George H. Pittman

Dr. Jacob Daley
J. Duffield Prince

Ira H. Duckett

James J. Regan

Fred Robison and Jerry

Henry E. Ebel
Chas. A. and Madeleine Ross Kam

Dr. Henry Ridgely Evans
Alfred H. Rudrauff

Bert Feinson Joseph F. Rinn

Olindo Galuccio Clayton Rawson

John Giordmaine Capt. Willard S. Smith

Dr. Ginandez
The Sorcerer's Apprentices, Phila.

Wm. S. Hall
Dr. Roy F. Schealer

Chas. D. Holden
Duke Stern

Chas. Hudson, I.B.M. No. 8

Capt. C. C. Slayton, U.S.N.

Imp Smith

I.B.M. Ring No. 8

Columbia, Jefferson City-Moberly, Mo. Scjt* John J« LflcKonnCt

Eric M. Johnson Floyd G. Thayer

Howard B. Kayton, M.D.
Dr. M. Toch

Felix G. Langer
C. Kelton Upham

Assembly No. 9, Boston

Bob Lotz Mrs. Nettie Werner
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FEATURE CRNTRIBUTBRS Tfl THIS TESTIMONIAL

lo magicians pictured on this page the Hugard 

Committee extends its grateful appreciation for their 

wholehearted cooperation in supplying the splendid 

articles and anecdotes which make this program a 

real souvenir of the occasion for which we are as

sembled here tonight. No finer tribute could be paid 

to a fellow performer.

"DORNY"

TUNG PIN SOO

DeWILFRED

LEO RULLMAN

DR. H. R. EVANS

Pictured from left to right are DORNY the man 

with the Trix and the Chatter, and everyone's favorite 

MC. PERCY ABBOTT— professional for many years 

and one of America's leading magic dealers. AL 

WHEATLEY (TUNG PIN SOO)—sleight-of-hand 

artist extraordinary, and one time assistant to Jean 

Hugard, as was CHARLES DIESTEL—who so kindly 

provided many of the pictures and hand bills repro

duced herein. DeWILFRED—the modern illusionist 

who has played the major vaudeville circuits of the 

world. LA FOLLETTE—one of the leading vaude

ville artists of our time. LEO RULLMAN—book 

connoisseur, dealer and juggling enthusiast. LEON 

MAGUIRE—favorite club performer and inventor of 

modern miracles. DR. HENRY R. EVANS, leading 

writer on the history of magic, and JOHN J. 

CRI MM INS, Jr.- -Secretary of the Hugard Show 

Committee, magic book collector and editor.

Not pictured here, but nevertheless valued contrib

utors to the success of this testimonial are BEN 

DALGIN amateur and enthusiastic Hugard pupil. 

LARRY ARCURI amateur magician who covered 

several important assignments for this program. 

GEORGE STARKE, master of close-up magic and 

the leading spirit behind this testimonial; JOHN 

McARDLE and HARRY DOBRIN who have tin 

staging of this show in their competent hands: 

NAT BERNSTEIN, magic enthusiast and printer of 

this program; FRANK RIGNEY who prepared the 

center “signature” spread; IRVING DESFOR 

who supplied many of the Hugard photos; ABRIL 

LAMARQUE—chalk talk artist and art director of 

this program are but a few of the many, many magi

cians who worked hard and earnestly to make this 

testimonial a success.

PERCY A3BOTT

CHARLES DIESTEL

We want to thank each of the magic magazines for 

the generous space they devoted to stories about Jean, 

which helped so much in promoting this affair.

T H E F K (> N T C O V E R

is an exact reproduction of one of Jean Hugard's 

3 sheets used on his Australian and New Zealand tours 

from 1905 to 1914. We are indebted to Charles 

Diestel for its use.

LEON MAGUIRE

JOHN CRIMMINS
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No flaps, switches or spirit chalk — and you don't 

have to be a mind reader to make this prediction ...

John Cummins 

Ben Dal gin 

Abril Lamarque

who thoroughly enjoyed 

designing, editing and 

producing this souvenir
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JANE ENGEL
V

QaaJL •U& n 'tali you, -w& :

If there is a special something you want in clothes, for yourself 

or for your growing daughter, we probably have it. If you 

have a little boy and he’s no older than 6 years we have some

thing for him, too! We pride ourselves on our tremendous 

selection in the many individual shops within our Madison Ave. 

specialty shop. All the clothes are typically Jane Engel, simple, 

well tailored, of good quality and fairly priced. And we’d like 

to have you browse around!

■ /! C hf Acf"

7?^ •£

^£>7 <7<_a_

Madison at 79th 

New York 21



IN THE SMART SET OF HOTELS 

OVERLOOKING CENTRAL PARK

New, modern, on exclusive Cen

tral Park South, the Barbizon- 

Plaza is close to business, theatres 

and social activities. Here, at no 

extra cost, are offered many cour

tesies; the Continental Breakfast 

to your room with no charge, no 

tip, no delay — nightly concerts 

and refreshments, lectures, the

atricals and library. All rooms 

have private bath and radio.

Rates are moderate and include 

the Continental Breakfast. . . .

A tour of inspection is invited. Write for booklet or phone Circle 7-7000

♦

BARBIZON-PLAZA HOTEL

58th Street at 6th Avenue, N. Y. 19 Central Park South


